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about the cover

Ray Chen Sarona Bahinting

On our cover is outgoing Silliman University President, Dr. Ben Sobong Malayang III. No one can best represent The 
Sillimanian at this time other than the person who has served as University President for 12 years—the longest in history 
next to Dr. David S. Hibbard—with compassion, integrity and excellence. In this issue, we share his story, how he carried the 
great burden of his office and what the Presidency meant to him.  

This photo was taken at the President’s Office during the interview for this magazine--days before President Malayang 
takes a leave from office. His final day as President is on May 31st, when the authority and responsibility of leading Silliman 
University will be turned over to the  13th President, Dr. Betty C. McCann.

editor’s note

Before the Weekly Sillimanian 2017-2018 bids its final goodbye, we want to leave you 
first with this memento of your stories. 

The Sillimanian is the supplementary magazine of tWS 17-18. It is a compilation 
of various stories inside Silliman University (SU). We have stories of a Silliman dormer in her 
entire college years,a graduating student juggling Accountancy and being team captain of 
the university men’s volleyball team,  an LGBT member and how he organized the first LGBT 
organization in Silliman,a “coward” student’s letter to Silliman and a peek into a woman’s life 
struggles as a single mother yet graduating cum laude. 

This magazine features love stories that will leave  a pinch of ache and kilig in your hearts—
all happened inside the Silliman campus. I assure you, after reading them, you will think twice 
before falling in love. HAHA

You should not pass, as well, our literary folio of poems by nationally-renowned poets, 
short stories and flash essays by budding Silliman student writers. Diminutive, yet they will 
surely rekindle your wild and crazy imagination. We also feature equally appealing and more-
than-the-facade illustrations by fellow Sillimanians.

Most importantly, check out our exclusive interview with outgoing SU President, Dr. Ben 
Sobong Malayang III. For the first time, he shares what went running through his head during 

the historic faculty union strike last year. He also breaks his plans after retiring  from office. 

In this magazine, we revisit and take a glimpse of the past 12 years of the Malayang administration and see  how well 
the university has been faring as a global university. 

At the later part, we feature Jypson Esturas--a true-red Sillimanian and valedictorian in  elementary and high 
school—as he weaves through the pathways  of every Sillimanian inside its portals. He visits various university landmarks 
like the gym, Bossing’s Tempura and kiosks, which will bring nostalgic memories of you and your friends while in Silliman. 

This issue is also historic in itself since we try to reach 72 pages—the most number of pages of a Weekly Sillimanian 
magazine so far. 

Unfortunately, though, we are impeded from  spreading these wonderful stories because we can only print a few 
copies due to budget constraints. We will, however, upload a full version of the magazine online.

On behalf of the Weekly Sillimanian 2017-2018 staff, I finally say farewell. 
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Economics graduate Genin Raya 
V. Amiscaray was shortlisted 

as one of 30 finalists for the Ten 
Outstanding Students of the 

Philippines.

Lexandrea Dela 
Cerna, fourth year 

Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 

student, was crowned 
Miss Dumaguete 

2017.

Elline Torres Macay, Bachelor 
of Science in Agriculture 

graduate, placed fourth  in 
the 2017 Licensure Exams for 

Agriculture.

Sandra Claire Dupio, 
Bachelor of Library and 
Information Science 
graduate, placed eighth in 
the 2017 Licensure Exams 
for Librarians.

Lisa Nicole A. Beusch, 
18-year-old Senior 

High School Science, 
Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics (STEM) 

student, placed fourth 
in the Inter-High School 

Economic Quiz Bee 
on microeconomics, 

sponsored by  Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas’ 

during its 24th anniversary 
celebration.

Kisha Katrin T. Olpoc  and Juri Nazareth Mapa 
Ochotorena ranked 5th and 10th, respectively, in the 

Medical Technology Licensure Examination.

Val Amiel Vestil, Bachelor of 
Mass Communication graduate,  
is among the Ten Outstanding 
Students of the Philippines- 

Central Visayas. 

Physics graduate 
Path Finder Boy B. 
Bagtoltol and Biology 
graduate Glethel 
Friday S. Gumalo 
were recognized by 
the BPI-DOST (Bank 
of the Philippine 
Islands- Department of 
Science and Technology) 
Science Awards for their 
scholastic achievement 
and outstanding 
research. Bagtoltol’s 
research on “Urban Heat 
Island Effect and Surface 
Runoff Mitigation and  
Gumalo’s Anti-Mitotic 
Effects of Stevia (Stevia 
Rebaudiana) Using the 
Allium Cepa Root Tip 
Assay” are among the 
country’s outstanding 
research of the year. 

Magna cum laude graduates Maude Sang-an 
Tabigue (SUCN 2010) and Clint Christian 

Tan Garbanzos (SUCN 2009) placed 4th and 
8th, respectively,  in the March 2017 Physician 

Licensure Exam.

Three Silliman Law graduates topped the 2017 Bar 
examinations. Alanna Gayle Ashley B. Khio, 
2nd; Marie Chielo H. Ybio, 9th and Andrew 

Stephen D. Liu, 10th. 

Senior High School student Brian Stefan R. 
Mack won first place in the 2nd Dumaguete 

K-12 Extemporaneous Speaking Competition 
with the theme: “K-12 Students: Addressing 

Social, Economic, & Environmental Issues in the 
Digital Age.”

remarkable sillimanians 

Without a doubt, Silliman 
University (SU) has been 
developing excellent and  
competitive graduates who are 
at par with global standards. 
In 2017, another batch of 
Sillimanians fearlessly lived 
its motto  “Via, Veritas, Vita,” 
earning recognitions not just 
for the University and Negros 
Oriental but also for the entire 
Philippines. 

Here we take a look at the 
Sillimanians who made a 
name in 2017:

 

National Scientist and Silliman 
University Professor Emeritus, Dr. 
Angel C. Alcala, was named one 
of this year’s ASEAN Biodiversity 

Heroes. Dr. Alcala was 
recognized for his contribution 

to Philippine Biological Sciences, 
particularly in marine biodiversity 

and herpetology.

The Silliman University Campus Choristers bagged the Best Interpretation Award during 
the National Music Competitions for Young Artists (NAMCYA), under the baton of Asst. Prof. 

Mark Ian A. Caballes of the College of Performing and Visual Arts as conductor.

Asst. Prof. Teodora A. Cubelo of 
the Institute of Clinical Laboratory 

Sciences placed third for her paper 
on “Perceived Level of Competence 

of Medical Technology Faculty 
in Outcomes-based Education 

(OBE) and its Relationship to 
Classroom Practice,” during the 

2017 ASEAN Medical Laboratory 
Science and Public Health Education 
Stakeholders Summit and Research 

Conference.

Recipients of the 2017 Outstanding NegOrense Award are Dr. Betsy Joy B. 
Tan, Vice President for Academic Affairs, and Dr. Hilconida P. Calumpong, 

Director,  Institute of Environmental and Marine Sciences.  The award was given 
by the Provincial Government of Negros Oriental to those who have  made 

significant contributions to their professions and to the community. 

Associate professor Dr. Michele 
Joan D. Valbuena of the Psychology 
Department, an advocate for gender 
rights and empowerment, was 
acknowledged as finalist in the search 
for International Alumnus of the Year, 
one of seven categories under the 
Victorian Education Awards 2017. 
The Victorian International Education 
Awards are an initiative of the Victorian 
Government to support the international 
education sector, promote best practice 
in the sector and raise awareness of its 
benefits to the broader community. 

Dr. Elizabeth Susan Vista-
Suarez, a professor at the 

College of Performing and Visual 
Arts (COPVA), was awarded the 

Gawad Nicanor Abelardo Award 
for Outstanding Music Educators 

of the Philippines. 

compiled by Joevic Baclayanto
photos compiled by Dave Dianne Ludoc
editor Gresheen Gift Libby

Ms. Cynthia Arnaldo-Bonta and Dr. Myrna Sillero-Ma-
hinay were named Outstanding Sillimanian Awardees 2017, 
the former in  in the field of Human Rights and Social Justice, 

and the latter in Chemistry.
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For someone who never dreamed of 
becoming University President, Dr. Ben 
S. Malayang III  has traveled quite far. 

He did not just finish two consecutive five-year 
terms but stayed for another two years at the 
helm of the institution that served as home to 
him and  many other members  of his family. 
Giving up his ascendant career at the University 
of the Philippines and other high government 
posts, Dr. Ben came  back to serve as the 12th 
Silliman University President in June 2006. 

During Malayang’s presidency, SU 
established itself as one of the best institutions 
not just in the Philippines but also worldwide. 
According to the latest Quacquarelli Symonds 
(QS) survey, Silliman is  the 6th best university 
in the country--next to University of the 
Philippines, Ateneo de Manila University, De La 
Salle University, University of Santo Tomas and 
University of San Carlos. 

QS assesses the strength of Asian 
universities according to 10 criteria: 
Academic Reputation, Citations per Paper, 
Employer Reputation, Faculty-Student 
Ratio, Papers per Faculty, Staff with PhD, 
Inbound Exchange Students, 
International Faculty, International Students, 
and Outbound Exchange Students.

The hardest transition in Philippine 
education landscape proved to be  bearable 
for SU. When the K-12  transition   took place, 

its effect was not as bad  as was expected  
in Silliman. The University  still had enough 
enrolees to be able to increase salaries and 
benefits of faculty and other personnel. But 
most importantly, SU continued to produce 
quality  graduates despite the  major shift in 
the Philippine  curriculum. 

Of course, the aforementioned are just 
some of the many harvests of the Malayang 
administration. Now,  Malayang is ready to 
step down from office. Effective June 1st of 
this year, the authority  and responsibility of 
University President will be handed over to 
Silliman’s first woman President, Dr. Betty C. 
McCann. As  Silliman bids farewell to Dr. Ben, 
let us  revisit  his watch in the past 12 years... 

Looking Back
Dr. Ben sees the university as a Chain of 

Concerns. It is made up of different worlds of 
distinct concerns catching on and interfacing 
in the same institution.

In his understanding,  this chain  is 
composed of six links or worlds--programs, 
personnel, physical facilities, public, purse 
and students.

”All of these are worlds of separate 
concerns that are distinct but must be attended 
to in an interrelated way in order to focus on 
our principal clientele of the university which 
are the students,” he said.

The focus of his Presidency is balancing 
these worlds and making sure each of them 
gets maximum benefits.

Programs
According to a comprehensive report 

submitted and vetted by the SU Board of 
Trustees (“Silliman in the Last 12 Years, 2006-
2018: Gains and Challenges”), the university 
degree programs increased by  31 per cent 
since Dr. Ben served as President. 

“We want to improve and keep improving 
your programs,” Dr. Ben said.

From 99 in 2006, the degree programs-
-baccalaureate, masters and doctorate 
degrees—rose to 144 in 2017. The National 
Certificate programs under the School of 
Agro-Industrial and Technical Education 
(SAITE) also significantly increased. 

Established in 2014, SAITE produced 
861 skilled graduates in TESDA-registered 
programs like Contact Center Services and 
Animal Production. 

“(Program development) means putting 
more money into pedagogical development, 
training of teachers, putting in more programs 
available,” he said. 

The University also plans of opening 
optometry and dentistry to widen the portfolio 
of  capabilities available to Silliman students.

In terms of board and bar performance, SU 

Revisiting 12 years of 
Malayang Leadership

written by Ray Chen S. Bahinting
photos from  SU Office of Information and  Publications

remains mostly above  national ratings. Since 
2006, 46 graduates topped Nursing, Medical 
Technology, Medicine, Physical Therapy, Law, 
Education and Agriculture. 

Scholarship grants significantly increased, 
as well. From 1,490 special and academic 
scholarsips in 2016, it surged to more than 
4,000 in 2017.

However, the Program in the Chain of 
Concerns is not just limited to the classrooms. 
SU also emphasizes the 5Cs in its education 
system—Church, Community, Classroom, 
Culture and Court. 

According to the same report, at least P60 
million was allocated to fund University Church 
Ministry activities since 2006. 

Dr. Ben said, “Being a Christian 
Institution, the first concern of the University 
must always be how we are projecting an 
image of a Christian. We are not necessarily 
angels. But how do we project truth in the 
university?” He continued, “We are not angels, 
we don’t have halos. But we have struggle with 
our faith. It is not all the time that we love each 
other as the Bible calls. Most of the time, we 
hate each other siguro. But how do we struggle 
to less hate and more love? That’s the Christian 
witness of the university. Areas of concern are 
our faith life in the university, how diverse our 
faith experiences are in Silliman.”

In the area of extension services, SU 
reached out to  91 barangays, out of which 
61 barangays received medical assistance 
conducted by SU Marina Mission Clinic. This 
comprises 67 percent of the total number of 
barangays served while the remaining 33 per 
cent were a mix of projects, trainings and other 
community organizing activities. 

Personnel
Personnel is the other world in Malayang’s 

Chain of Concerns. It refers to faculty and staff 
salaries, benefits and their safety and security 
in the campus and long-term benefits like 
retirement.

“Somehow, programs mean nothing if 
there are no personnel,” Dr. Ben said. 

By degree, there are a total of 245 
faculty members with master’s degrees, from 
160 in 2006, correlating to the decrease of 
faculty members with baccalaureate degrees. 
Teachers with doctorate degrees reached its 
highest number of 50 in the last 12 years. 

“At Silliman in the last 12 years, we kept 
increasing our salaries and benefits,” he said.

Recently, the University gave the highest 
benefits to faculty and staff amounting to 
around P400 million in 2017. The benefits 
include their salaries, tuition discounts, 
retirement and medical benefits. 

Physical Facilities
“Physical facilities [are] the third world 

that we are concerned with in the university, as 
I see it,” Malayang said. 

Physical facilities and personnel are 
in tandem when you talk of (making) your 
programs (effective). Even if there are 
programs and curriculums yet there are no 
sufficient laboratories and learning spaces, 
and even if you have good personnel, quality 
education cannot be attained.

“Imagine if you have a Nobel prize winner 
in chemistry to teach Chemistry at Silliman if 
there is no laboratory? How can you think our 
chemistry product will be good?” he said.

Construction of new facilities was at its 
height in 2015 with the construction of Portal 
East, Mariano Lao Activity Center, Julio Sy 
Grandstand, Home-Economics-Nutrition and 
Dietetics Building and the Public Assistance 
and Safety Office. In the last 12 years, the 
University spent more than one billion pesos 
in constructing, refurbishing and rebuilding 
physical facilities. 

(At least three new buildings have been 
constructed since then from funds donated by 
alumni.)

Dr. Ben said, “We spent on physical 
facilities; otherwise we could not get our level 
4, our level 3 accreditation. Why is Silliman 
one of highly-accredited schools? Because 
we have the sufficient facilities—libraries, 
laboratories, buildings.”

According to the report, 20 colleges 
attained  Level Four peak status in  the 
accreditation by Philippine Accrediting 
Association of Schools, Colleges and 
Universities (PAASCU) in 2017. 

Level Four  grants full autonomy to 
the program for the duration of its Level IV 
accredited status, authority to offer new 
graduate programs allied to existing Level 
IV courses, and authority to open learning/ 
distance education and extension classes 
without need for prior approval by Commission 
on Higher Education (CHED). 

Moreover, CHED recognized six 
colleges as Center for Development and 
Center of Excellence, as follows: Center of 
Development--Biology, Marine Science, and 
Medical Technology. Center of Excellence--
Nursing, Information Technology, and Teacher 
Education. 
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 Malayang said, “It could have been more. 
Nganong two ra man? Nganong three ra man? 
I don’t want to say failure or success because 
they are all relative,” he said.  

Public
“Then there is the public that we have to 

deal with. When we talk about the public, we 
talk about the regulators, like the government, 
city ordinances on parking, all of these things 
are concerns that the university must not be 
deaf (to). For example if there is flooding in the 
city, Silliman should not say wala mi labot ana.
We have to be concerned with that.

“Even if Yolanda happened far away from 
Silliman, (and) we were not affected, we had 
many students and alumni who were affected 
by Yolanda. And if we didn’t do anything, 
those students whose families were affected 
by Yolanda would have stopped schooling. So 
again, these are public concerns that we have 
to attend to,” he continued. 

Purse
If you are not caring about your money 

part, you cannot sustain your personnel, your 
facilities, your obligation to the public such 
us  taxes,  you cannot expand your programs, 
Malayang emphasized. 

“When I first came in the university in 
2006, the estimated subsidy rate was 18 
percent.”

Meaning to say, for every 100 pesos 
Silliman spends for faculty, staff, facilities, etc., 
students will only be made to pay 82 pesos. In 
2017, however, students paid only 70 pesos; 
the other 30 pesos is subsidized. 

“And all of this while we are improving 
the physical facilities, we kept increasing 
our salaries, not as much as people would 
probably want to, but we kept on. There has 

never been a time in Silliman where salaries 
are increased every year inconsistently.”

Moreover, from a net loss of P8.90 million 
in 2006, University fiscal performance picked 
up and reached its peak in 2013, with a net 
income of over P83 million, the highest in 12 
years.

Meanwhile, the University Liquidity 
Reserves now amounts to P250 million as 
compared to P77 million when it was opened 
in 2012. Liquidity Reserves are intended to 
sustain programs for students and protect 
jobs of faculty and staff in the medium- to 
long-term, amid economic, financial and 
national risks and uncertainties. 

“There is no sense in trying to improve 
your curriculum if you have no commitment 
to your students. Kung gusto lang nato nga 
kwartahan ang mga studyante, just give them 
the minimum. Just let them pay. That’s not the 
Silliman way,” Malayang said.

The Greatest Challenge
Every year, Silliman must ensure that 

Silliman is still here five years from now so that 
the student enrolled this year could graduate 
from the university five  years from now, he 
said.

“We do not just enroll. Whenever we 
enroll anyone, we are obligated to see to it that 
the university is still here five years from now so 
that they can graduate in Silliman. In the same 
way that every year they have to keep thinking 
that Silliman is still here 40 years from now, we 
have to make sure that  the faculty and staff we 
have now can retire from the university.

“This is the sustainability issue. The 
challenge was really the balancing act,  what 
I call in mathematics, optimization,” he said. 

Optimization means maximizing services 

to the students while minimizing the cost; 
maximizing what you can afford for your faculty 
and staff, maximizing the safety net for the 
university so that it will still continue to be here 
against all odds, yet at the same time making 
sure that the university is not imposing tuition 
increases all the time. 

To do this, the Administration imposed 
tuition hike only for incoming college students 
next school year. 

“Now, we can impose tuition increase for 
those who will come in yet kay that’s fair.” 

Malayang likened the scenario to having 
a haircut. 

“Mura ba gug after nakasugod na kag 
paalot sa barbero ingnan ka na bai, patas-
an dagay nako ug fee ug tag 100. I mean di 
naka ka withdraw, wala nakay choice, giputol 
na imong buhok,” he said. 

In all of these things, Malayang, however, 
assured that it is for the University’s benefit. 

“It may not be perfect, but in all of these 
things we need to struggle with both the 
moral, technical and financial considerations 
of any actions that we do in the university. 
Whether that’s understood by people or not, 
we feel  that’s what we like to do,” he added.

Looking Forward
Now that Dr. Ben is set to leave his 

office, his contributions will forever leave 
traces inside the halls of Silliman. The 
President leaves, but the University remains.

As for Dr. Ben, the greatest challenge  
the next president will face is the change of 
curricular landscape of the University, as in 
the whole Philippines, and balancing  the 
Chain of Concerns. 

“In 2018, there is a new curriculum for 

college. Before, when you go to college, 
the first two years are basic fundamental 
courses--Sociology 11, etc. Wala na 
na run. You go immediately to major 
courses, and your GenEd now is not the 
same as the GenEd before, so daghan 
na,” he said.

The challenge, Malayang said, is 
what will be the twists and tweaking that 
need to be done?

Moreover, by 2021, new graduates 
of Senior High School will have gone 
through the new curriculum for college. 
This entails a need before 2021 to re-
landscape the curriculum for the post-
college programs  like law, medicine and 
other graduate programs.

“Kay lahi naman ang input and 
competencies, so mag change ang 
curriculum, presumably maybe most 
likely mag change ang curriculum sa 
Law ug sa Med. Are we ready to do 
that?” Malayang said. 

On the other hand, Dr. Ben 
added that the next president will 
have to keep balancing the Chain of 
Concerns.

The problem, he said, is once a 
chain is broken, the whole chain is as 
good as the weakest chain. 

Message to Sillimanians
As for his message to all Silliman 

students, Dr. Ben said, “Do good.”

“I think that is always a winner. 
Do good even if others are not doing 
good. Do good and that’s a question of 
integrity.

“To me, after everything that had 
happened in my life, I think I can really say 
with honesty, the whole idea is just to do 
good to the best you could.”

“Do good even if others 
are not doing good.”
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12 Questions for 
Dr. Ben soBong Malayang iii

1. In a few days you will step down from 
the Presidency of Silliman University. 
What are your thoughts and feelings 
about this?

It’s just a job. I would look for another job 
or do something else.  In fact, being 12 years 
is too long. I really committed to only five 
years. And then things happened, including 
changes in curriculum, so they gave me 
another five years. They asked for another five 
years, I said, no, I have to really go. I agreed 
to 2018 because of the transition to K-12, but 
after 2018, magsugod na ang enrollment sa 
college, so that’s normalizing na. I’m taking 
responsibility in the transition because we 
made the plans for this since 2010. And the 
reason why we were not upset unlike many  
other schools, they had to do away with their 
faculty. But in Silliman, I am proud that we did 
not do away with any of our faculty when we 
lose different classes kay gibutang naman sa 
Senior High School. Sa ubang eskwelahan, 
gi-left out ang mga faculty then they 
recruited new faculty. Kita, we integrated 
senior high school as part of college. 

2. What are you most proud of in your 
work as President? And is there any area 

that you feel you could have done better?

That’s always a nightmare. In fact that’s 
my nightmare nga I will realize I could’ve 
done something more but I failed to do it. For 
example, I said we increased our accredited 
level-four accreditation. It will always be a 
nightmare na nganong a certain program 
did not become four, only two or only three. 
That’s a nightmare.  

The other nightmare is what you thought 
was correct will turn out to be wrong, 
because eventually good faith nimo is to see 
and do things according to what you think at 
that moment is right. But then later on things 
will change, the conditions of the country will 
change. You should not have done that. That 
is always a nightmare. 

On the other hand, my only sense of what 
you call “proud of” is when I can say I can 
sleep at night saying that I did my best. My 
best may not be the best as people wanted 
it. That’s fine. I can agree to that. There were 
some best that I thought was best and people 
would say it’s wrong. That’s fine, too. 

But the most important thing to me is that I 
did  what I thought was best and I did  what I 

thought was best as we agreed with the other 
leaders of the university would be good for 
the university.

3. What were the happiest and most 
satisfying moments for you as President? 
And what were the biggest challenges 
you had to face and how did you handle 
them?

Well the fact that I think it would be fair as 
a Sillimanian and whose family - has been 
to Silliman, and the fact that I was given an 
opportunity to serve the university--that’s 
something that I am really happy. 

My misgiving, of course, is that I may not 
have met all expectations of everybody, but 
again it’s tough. Basta kay I’m satisfied that 
I did what I thought was best, including 
doing things with the rest of my colleagues 
in the University. I would have hoped that 
we had opportunities to do more, but then 
again your purse is limited, your capacities-
-physical facilities for example. They were 
many who donated things that we said no. 
Why? Because their donation will impose 
commissions in the university that will not 
allow the University to do things, so we 
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have to say no. There were some group who 
wanted this money--almost 50,000 dollars, 
pero they wanted to choose kung kinsa ang 
recipient. Sabi ko, na dili pwede iyon. We 
have to have the system in the university (to) 
choose who will be the recipient, dili kamo.

4. What went through your mind during 
the last SUFA strike?

 Having the space is something to 
celebrate. I would rather have a school that 
has space for people to get angry than a 
school where people cannot do anything. So 
that’s one. 

On the other hand, while we celebrate that, 
the question that went through my mind was, 
To what extent have things been understood 
or misunderstood? We want to make sure na 
naay increases sa salaries of faculty and staff, 
but we do not want to impose increases of 
(fees) on students.

When our faculty or personnel would 
say they want more increases, we have to 
say no because we do not want to translate 
the increase to increase in tuition of our 
students. This year, the offer is based on 
how much we can give more from out of the 
incremental tuition revenue rather than from 
out of imposing more tuition from our present 
students. So that was the first one. 

Now, the second issue that they raise is 
about the income from other sources of the 
university. Okay, on that matter, you know 
(and I think you were briefed on this by the 
Vice President for Finance) nga tuition is 
about P400 million, for example, but our 
salaries are more than P400 million already. 

There are two components man gud to 
a budget of a university.  What you pay in 
salaries and expenditure for salaries and 
benefits and then what you set aside for 
your services to the students. Ang nahitabo, 
because the salaries and benefits already 

exceeded the tuition, none of the tuition is 
going to your services. Nakuha pa gyud tong 
any other sources of income for university 
student services. So, what do we do? We 
increase our non-tuition revenues such as 
through buildings, mga Portal West, para 
mapun-an tong nakuhaan for student 
services. 

So, muingon sila not just SUFA, mangayo 
pud mi nga gikan sa Portal West. Ingon 
ko unsaon man nga mao man ang among 
gipatapal sa inyong gi kuha sa students 
tuition and services. So, we have to say no, 
and I think the dispute was because  the 
university had to say no and they wanted 
more. 

We do not want to upset the balance of 
what will be imposed on the students as 
against what we’ll be giving out to the faculty 
and staff. So that was the whole thing. 

Now, the balancing act is this, let me 
summarize it: on the one hand, you want to 
keep increasing the programs, spend on 
that; on the other hand, you don’t want the 
students to pay more. On the other hand, you 
want to give more to your faculty and staff. But 
there’s a fourth, you want to be sure that the 
university is still here several years from now 
so that our students can graduate. That is the 
crux of the issue there, because we set aside 
the liquidity reserves there. 

And then they said kuha-i na pud na, 
hatagi na lang sa amo. We said no, because 
anything could happen and indeed it 
happened, the TRAIN law was passed. The 
cost of the items sa university increased. Naa 
nay TRAIN law, increasan namo ang tuition? 
No. We are not talking about increasing 
your tuition, even when the taxes have been 
increased. 

In the event for example, that sometime 
ago, during the Martial Law, Silliman was 
one of the first schools to be closed, wala 
tay liquidity reserve, so the faculty and staff 
had to lose their salaries until we reopened. 
My parents were those who were among 
here then. So difficult. Ang ako is, we have 
the liquidity reserve that in the event we are 
closed, for whatever reason-- calamity, 
political, economic, war-- we have at least 
one year to support our faculty and staff. 
There will be enough time for them to look for 
a job elsewhere.  These are the prospective 
from our end. 

Let’s look at benefits, the liquidity reserves. 
When we started in May to set up the liquidity 
reserves, May 2012, we had this P77 million. 
Karon, it’s already P254 million. But these 
are embedded in the value of your land, 
building--this is not necessarily called cash. 
So, for example, if need be, we can liquidate 
a building, we can liquidate a facility, we can 
liquidate an equipment or we can liquidate an 
asset reserve, for example, stocks, bonds that 

we have there, they are all embedded in the 
whole operation. 

Financial is not the same as fiscal. Fiscal is 
your budget, financial is your overall world of 
assets and the assets are in different forms. 
Cash is only one. So this is not necessarily 
all cash. But we have to be monetized to be 
given value. So, at least, this shows me that 
we are increasing our capability to prepare 
against risks in the event that something 
happens. 

But this is not enough.  Why? If you look at 
the liquidity reserves, that’s why you have to 
analyze it. Suppose you lose all of University’s 
P1.9 billion total assets when there is a 
massive earthquake, a war, like in Marawi, 
suppose. You would need P1.9 billion to 
replace what you have. But we only have 254 
(million). We cannot replace. Ug na-Marawi 
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ta? We cannot get back into operation. What 
will happen? You guys will stop your schooling 
or you have to transfer elsewhere before we 
can continue operations here in Silliman. We 
do not want that to happen. That’s why we 
need to have a very good liquidity reserve.   

However, I don’t really think it’s a 
burden because I understand it, eh. I try to 
understand why it is like that. It’s one thing if 
your wife gets angry at you and then you get 
angry back. But if your wife gets angry at you 
and you understand why she is angry at you, 
then you don’t have to be angry, right? Ako, 
I understood where our faculty were coming 
from. So, when this was all happening, did 
you hear from me? None. Because there’s no 
sense. That’s understandable, that’s their 
right to say what they have to say, but hoping 
that one of these days, being one of the 
intelligent people in Silliman,  people will see 
the truth. 

Because sometimes, when you are 
engaged in a discourse, you go into the 
techniques of the discourse rather than 
the content of the discourse. So, the strike 
was one of the techniques that you wanted 
to get across what you wanted. That’s 
fine. That goes with the territory. 

I have been worried gani that there 
will be no student protest. I would have 
wished Silliman students were protesting 
on the streets on all national issues. There are 
some but di gyud kaayo. That’s part of what 
the students kept talking about sa Student 
Government, like apathy. But that will be 
nurtured just like the students now in the 
United States taking up upon themselves to 
protest against gun control. 

Ako, being much older than you guys, 
makasabot ka nga people can get angry. 
You’re hoping na sana they won’t get angry 
because the facts are saying otherwise. 

5. There are those who say that Silliman 

has become too expensive and therefore 
too exclusive. What do you say to that?

I will not say that Silliman is not expensive. 
Silliman could be expensive. But in relation 
to the quality of service the university gives 
you, that’s another thing. Compare it to 
the quality of service available in Silliman if 
available elsewhere, how much will you pay 
for it? I would rather invite you to look at it in 
an analytic way. How much are you getting 
in Silliman in relation to how much (you) pay? 
The kind of services in Silliman as you can get 
elsewhere? In Silliman, you do not have only a 
classroom life. If you go to Ateneo de Manila 
University (ADMU), De La Salle University 
(DLSU) or University of San Carlos (USC), your 
academic life is basically your classroom life.  
The campus life in Silliman is much richer than 
the campus life of University of the Philippines 
(UP). And in Silliman, there are so many ways 
that you can interact. Those things are beyond 

the tuition that you are paying. 

Do not look at it in absolute terms. For 
example, before the idea of free tuition in 
public school, when you are in UP, if you 
were a farmer’s kid or a fisher’s kid, you will 
be paying only P 400 per unit, this was in 
2016. But, if you were a kid such as you guys 
in Silliman with a socio-economic level as 
what many Silliman students have, they will 
be paying P1,200 per unit in UP. But how 
much do you pay per unit in Silliman? Only 
from P900-1,000. If you will look only at 900- 
1,000 per unit, and look around what you’re 

paying in NORSU or Foundation, you will 
say expensive. But if you compare Sillimanto 
those other schools that are compared 
to Silliman in terms of quality (according 
to Quacquarelli Symonds)--UP, ADMU, 
University of Santo Tomas, DLSU and USC…
Look at the budget of this school (and) look 
at the tuition of these schools, so for the kind 
of quality you get in Silliman, you could get 
almost the same quality as what you get in UP 
or Ateneo, but you are not paying much. 

6. Do you think Silliman University has 
been transparent to the students?

For the record, we are the only private 
university whose annual report is in the 
website; whose financial (statement)  is on 
the website; whose list of fees and tuition 
are on the website; whose list of contractors 
and supplies are on the website. In fact my 
very first move when I entered as President 
is to open the financial statement to anyone 

including the unions. But lisod man basahon 
ang financial statement? While the book is 
open, to read the book is different. So anyone 
responds to impression and not the facts. 

Then one other innovation we put in 
para gyud everybody is transparent is the 
university leadership council where, before 
we go to  every Board meeting, we gather 
everybody, the leaders of the university and 
tell everybody what we’re going to present 
to the Board and then ask everybody how we 
want to present this. Then after the Board 
meets, we meet the council again and tell 
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them what were the decisions of the board, 
and there were occasions where the council 
would tell us, di nato ma-implement ni. So, 
as President, I can say, okay, we can hold it in 
abeyance then I’ll go back to the Board.

But the thing is, transparency man gud is 
not a one-way glass. Transparency is, the 
glass is both ways, if I offer you a glass that 
you can look in but you do not want to look 
in, and then you say, “You’re not transparent 
because I didn’t know about that!” But that 
happens all the time. Di pud ko impatient 
ana. I would hope and encourage you to 
go for the facts, examine the facts of the 
university than impression.

7. Silliman is rated 6th in the country. 
What does the University need to do to 
maintain or even improve her position?

Improve our research--the research 
capability and intensity of research activities 
of the faculty. Because research is given a lot 
of premium there and Silliman is low on that 
area. 

There are two major criteria for rating of the 
research output of the university—not just 
research but including creativity like poetry. 

The first one is how much of this is 

published or are actually placed in the public, 
such as creative works like installations, art 
forms, or recognized pieces of art or research 
publications. One is output, for every faculty 

that you have, how much are they publishing 
and creating.

But the second one is more difficult. 
How many other researchers and faculty 
elsewhere are citing your work in their work? 
That’s the most difficult part. Right now, you 
can publish a lot, but if nobody cites it, the 
judgment is-- useless piece of information. 

We have to improve the intensity, 
extensiveness and quality of our research. 

For the past 10 years, we have allocations 
to support research. Ang problema lang 
sa research, just like creative, you cannot 
legislate creativity. You have to invite them, 

provide them the incentives, etc., 
and hoping they do that. In terms 
of prominence of the university 
outside the country, I think Silliman 
is very recognized. In terms of 
foreign students and foreign faculty, 
we have a lot of those visiting 
professors. But we need to do 
more. 

But there is only so much we 
could do. You know why? Because 
Sillman being Silliman, would 
not want any other campuses 
elsewhere. We want to keep just 
being in Dumaguete--a singular 
campus university. We just do what 
we have to do. 

But let me give you my 
perception: I don’t care how 
others look at Silliman. What is 
important is how do Sillimanians 
and how do students fare after 
they leave Silliman. My measure 
of success of Silliman is not what 
we do in Silliman or what people 
say about Silliman in terms of what 

is happening in Silliman. The best measure 
of Silliman success is how successful are its 
graduates when they go out into the world. 

8. How to maintain Silliman’s leadership 
in environmental science now that its 
topnotch scientists like you and Dr. 
Angel Alcala are aging?

If we are to be responsible in our fields, 
we have to be sure that there is continuity of 
generations after us. That’s the reason why 
a good scientist must have always students. 
I don’t know if you know it, but at the time I 
was President, I was also handling classes. 
Because I want to be sure that my thinking is 
being introduced to others so that students 
can think about it, no necessarily accept it but 
at least they can think about it. 

In the university, we have expanded our 
program on environment. Now, for example, 
we are doing tandem with New Castle 
University in United Kingdom on a new degree 
program-- degree by research. The usual 
master’s program is you take courses and you 
do a thesis. This one is you do research. And 
after two or three years of doing research, 
the quality of your research earns a master’s 
degree. And the faculty who will decide 
you (get a) master’s degree is the faculty of 
Silliman and faculty of New Castle University. 
And that’s how we want to improve.

And we are focusing on a field not being 
done by others. UP is top in terms of chemical 
and physical oceanography. So what did we 
do? We focused on biological oceanography 
here because we are in the center of the 
center of marine biodiversity. And that 
attracted New Castle University because New 
Castle is in the North of UK, almost towards 
Scotland, and they have no tropical sea. Our 
students go one year to New Castle and they 
can be introduced to the environment of the 
new sea which is temperate environments, 
and then one year here, (where) they should 
be studying tropical oceanography as 
against temperate oceanography. This is the 
expansion that we are talking about. 

9.  Do you remember the time when 
you first thought you could be Silliman 
President? Tell us about it.

I never did, to be honest with you. I was 
already a dean in the UP. And between the 
UP and Silliman, there is no big thing about 
going to Silliman than being in UP. I mean 
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be practical about that. Kung gusto lang 
nimo identification with a good school, I 
was already in a good school. Second, I was 
also engaged in other technical assistance 
programs with the World Bank and the United 
Nations while I was in UP, I was even an 
adviser to the Royal Council in Cambodia.

So when somebody told me na “we are 
nominating you.” Sabi ko, layo raman na 

kaayo, nomination pa man na. And I just 
simply said na sige, you go ahead, because I 
did not want to be put on record na “ayaw.” 
Bali pud ka Sillimanian ka, daghan kag 
pamilya going to Silliman tapos ayaw mo 
mu-serve? I was hoping na dili ko makuha.

I was away from the University for 25 years 
already. I did not come to college in Silliman 
remember that. I only came here for high 
school and then after high school I left for UP. 
And then pagkabalo nako na there were 27 or 
so nominees, niingon ko okay ra na. 

When was it that it became serious? When 
I was told there were only four of us and we 
were invited to come to Silliman to speak. 
Mura bag public forum like last year but this 
was the first time they did it. Sa una it was 
just the Board who will decide. So niingon 
ko, if we have to go, I have to say na I must be 
committed na for it. So yes I made up my mind 
that I will serve the university, simply because 
many of my family members have loved this 
university and this university had been kind 
of an icon in my family. My father has served 
this university more than 20 years as alumni 
director, so I said this is now my way of giving 
back.

I was talking to Dr. Alcala about it last night. 

This is the only university in the Philippines 
that no one owns it. UP? The government 
owns it. Ateneo? The Jesuits own it. Anybody 
has either a family or a corporation that owns 
it. Silliman kinsa may owner? Wala. The 
Board of Trustees is 15 (persons). Five each 
and nominated by different bodies, but there 
are only five out of 15. Nobody is the majority, 
so there is no owner, and for the flipside of 
this, everybody’s an owner. That makes it 

more difficult. Because everybody’s an owner 
na I’m sure you guys, you can feel the need 
to say anything you want even if it’s wrong 
sometimes, but still you can say it. If you 
were in a university na owned by a family, you 
probably can’t do that. 

10. How does one prepare for this job 
being president. If there’s a young 
person who dreams of becoming Silliman 
President what would be your advice to 
him/her?

Keep your integrity, my friend. If there is 
anyone in demand for this job, it’s not so 
much competence because there are many 
other people around you who can help you. 
It’s not even faith because there are so many 
people with faith around you and I’m sure 
God will not allow you to do shenanigans in 
his institution like Silliman.  But it is integrity. 
You know power does not mean dignity. 
There are so many people who are powerful 
but they are so undignified. But if you have 
dignity, you have power. Now in Silliman, 
the power of Presidency is credibility and 
integrity. So whether people will disagree 

with you or ascribe all manner of evil against 
you, so long as you have integrity, that will 
prevail. 

It’s the one that keeps this office intact. 
This office is not powerful, to be honest with 
you. What’s the most important commodity in 
Silliman? Grades and passing. Who gives it? 
It’s not the President, the faculty. Who makes 
sure that alumni are giving? It’s the alumni, 

the many individuals; the President is not. The 
power of the Presidency in Silliman, if I might 
say so, is the dignity and respectability of the 
office and that requires integrity. Even if you 
do not aspire for Silliman President, just have 
integrity. That’s going to see you through.

11. What does the presidency mean for 
you and  your family?

It’s a job. It’s a project. My son puts it that 
way. Dad, you look at Silliman as just another 
project. And that must be so. Professionalism 
requires that I look at the university 
objectively as a job and an obligation for me 
to professionally put there. My emotional and 
personal view has to be kept distant from 
that job; so even (if) a person has not been as 
kind to you, etc., but he is up for promotion? 
Promote, if there is no reason that you won’t. 

I think I can really say with honesty, I look 
at it just like a job. But one thing I can say, 
this office is not an office of power as I told 
you but I’d rather think that this office must 
be a pulpit. Meaning to say, the Office of the 
President of the university must be able to 
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articulate the institutional visions and values 
of the university more than anything. Technical 
aspects, the vice presidents can handle 
those. Financial, the legal, other people, can 
handle those. But the Office of the President 
must articulate what are the fundamental 
hopes, values, directions and goals of the 
university despite the travails the university 
is experiencing at any time. So when you are 
into stormy and bad weather, the Office of the 
President must be able to articulate where 
he/she must be going and why. And there 
were many times, you guys sa the Weekly 
Sillimanian I think, sayop tung inyong mga 
reports or mga editorial, but the thing is 
that’s your right. I’d rather have the space for 
correctness.

As for my family, that’s a good question to ask, 
I should ask my family that. I really don’t know 
how they’ve been through this. I’d like to think 
that they are proud that I was trying to do the best 
I could, and they were sad that there were many 
issues raised on the strike and on me that they 
thought was not fair and was not correct. Sabi 
ko, that’s fine, as I said to you. History will clarify 
these things, anyway.  If I was really wrong in all 
of that, then that should be it. Wrong. But if I was 
not wrong, and maybe people would say that I 
was wrong or the university was wrong when it 

was not wrong, time will tell. Hindi naman ganun. 
But one thing for sure is I do not want to harbor 
malice.

I really cannot answer what it meant for [my 
family]. I was asked that question when I was 
interviewed by the Board of Trustees before, “By 
the way, Dr. Malayang, how do you expect your 
wife to help you or to support you in this and 

your children?” And so I said di naman yata ‘to 
package deal. I’m the only one who is going to 
be president and not my wife. So as to whether or 
not my wife will like it, that’s between me and her. 

The time when I was here when I first became 
president, my son was still here but he was 
already here ahead of me. So I can’t tell him what 
to do. But basically I got their support in a sense 
that they are not as critical to me and they are all 
professionals. And they also offer some points of 
view that are very helpful. The family will just try to 
be family as family could be. I don’t think affected 
gyud my being in Silliman. It has to be like that. 

12. In a few months your job in Silliman will 
be over, do you have any plans after you 
retire as President?

The only thing that I know I should do is “be 
away” because you have to be sure that the 
present president has enough space. And  you’re 
not there guiding over, especially I have been 
here for too long. It would be nice to be away.

No, not necessarily (travelling); just in Bacong, 
where I am. Basta I will not be involved in 
anything sa Silliman except to go to church. That’s 
one. And second,I do have two or three books 
to write so I will need only one thing, a very good 
internet. I actually did my last book using these 
resources.

I don’t like traveling. When I was younger, I was in 
the Millennium Assessment in the United Nations 
so we were traveling all over the world doing 

meetings almost three to four times a year. To 
be honest to you, traveling for me is a laborious 
thing to think about. The only thing right now 
that makes me like to travel is when I know I’ll 
be going to see a grandson or a grandchild. 
The many times I am  invited to go abroad or 
anywhere, I send my vice presidents or somebody 
else. There’s no more magic to me, it’s just a 
chore to travel. So dili dagay travel, more siguro 
dagay staycation. If I just have my computer and 
I’m able to write, I think that’s the one.

(Going back to teaching in college) is probably 
another option. I can do that because I still really 
want to teach. One of the General Education 
(GenEd) courses in the new curriculum is a course 
where only two of us were allowed to teach that 
in UP before because it was first introduced in 
UP. It’s called Science Technology Society. It’s 
a required GenEd in UP sa una pa. But when it 
was first introduced in UP Los Baños, we were 
two that were selected to teach that course for 
seniors. Dr. Padolina, who was the Secretary of 
Science and Technology, and myself. So karun na  
gi-introduce for the other schools in the country 
as part of the new curriculum, there is this interest 
(in) that; and I’m also interested I could teach 
that course because I’d like to engage especially 
seniors. I still think it’s a good course for seniors. 
When you already have a high, wide array of 
disciplinal exposure to various courses, then go 
into a course talking about science, technology 
and society. It’s a very beautiful course.“ 
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Young, Driven and Woke: 

There is a plague among millennials. It is a plague we often 
hear in student government election campaigns. It is a 
plague affecting many teens and young adults blindsided by 

their privilege and the “me first” influence of social media. 

Oftentimes, millennials are dubbed as apathetic. However, 
with recent national and international issues, the millennials are 
first to call out unacceptable and intolerable speech and action on 
social media. Millennials, armed with keyboards and Wi-Fi, are in

the frontlines of social media justice.

But how does one evolve from a keyboard to being a real 
warrior? Is being #woke enough to bring change, or does it have 
to be proven by action?

In Silliman University, millennials are given opportunities 
to change their life and change the lives of others. Students 
interested in a certain field, hobby or issue discover that they are 
not alone. Through various student organizations, one person’s 
idea can become a reality. 

For Aira Trespeces, the idea came after seeing a Facebook 
post of a woman who shaved her head in support of cancer 
patients. For Abbygaile Teope, it was while watching children on 
the street while having dinner. For Adrian Alforque, it was after 
learning about a friend’s suicide attempt. For Renz Macion, it 
began as a challenge to winners of a speech contest to go beyond 
their awards.

They all yearned for action to extend their shared advocacy 
from the campus to the community. With the help of their fellow 
students, these four Sillimanians started projects to make a ripple 
effect in society.

These are their stories.

Sillimanians as  
Catalysts for Change

written by Jameela Mendoza
photos compiled by Dave Dianne Ludoc 
editor Sommer Buyante

Kalsada Eskwela
When a 14-year-old boy excitedly told Abbygaile Teope 
that he wanted to tell his mom that he finally knew how to read 
and write, Abbygaile understood perfectly why the “Kalsada 
Eskwela” project was worth her commitment.

 Abby now dedicates her Saturdays to teach out-of-school youth 
and street children. With her friends from Beta Sigma Phi Silliman Chapter, 
she started going to different communities in Dumaguete since late January this 
year to teach basic grammar, mathematics, values education and basic etiquette 
to kids they gather, sometimes with the help of barangay officials.

Kalsada Eskwela is a project aimed to bring education to those 
who cannot experience it. “[Despite] the government’s effort to make 
education available to all, we still have children who really don’t have the 
means to get it,” Abby said.

Abby and her team have conducted the project in barangays Lo-oc, 
Candau-ay and Piapi, among others. They continue to gather more 
volunteers to help out in the project she calls “her life advocacy.”

“I want [children] to keep on aiming higher in life; that no matter what 
state of life they are in, there is always hope (and) there are always chances,” 
she said.

Lose Hair to Raise Care
If a bad haircut can ruin a person’s day, just imagine how it’s like for cancer patients who experience 
hair loss due to chemotherapy and radiation.

In 2015, Aira Trespeces launched “Lose Hair to Raise Care” as a way for people to show 
their support for cancer patients by shaving or cutting their hair so that it can be turned 
into wigs.

“It may not be a lot, but approaching it aesthetically might give them some 
confidence (and) it is also a way for strangers to give emotional and moral 
support,” Aira said.

With the support and encouragement of her fraternity-sorority, Pan 
Hellenic Society, Aira set up a mini salon inside the Pan Hellenic Society 
Hibalag booth, and it was there where she would meet a student whose 
mother recently passed away from cancer, eager to find a way to 
somehow help cancer patients.

Donated hair is sent to the Donate your Hair Today-Cuts against 
Cancer organization based in Manila where the wigs are made.

“Trying to make the patients happy and supporting them 
emotionally are two of the most rewarding things we could give to them, 
aside from financial [donations],” she added.

Two years after the activity started, Lose Hair to Raise Care has become a 
staple at the Pan Hellenic Society booth every year during Hibalag week. Through the 
simple act of donating hair, students can change the way a stranger looks at beauty and 
baldness.  
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Mind Matters Movement
Adrian Alforque noticed that the people he knew who were 
struggling with problems rarely sought help, and even a friend 
of his who was diagnosed with clinical depression hesitated to 
reach out. He noticed that there is still stigma around mental 
health issues that drowns out calls for help and diagnosis for 
symptoms of mental illnesses.

With his friend and fellow mental health advocate, Tiara 
Schuck, Adrian co-founded the “Mind Matters Movement” 
to promote a culture of awareness and understanding of 
mental health problems through social media and socio-civic 
platforms.

Adrian said their project aims to conduct awareness 
forums, community outreach programs and social media 
campaigns ideally twice a month.

Last February 15, the Mind Matters Movement team 
organized “SOULDIER: A Mental Health Forum,” their first 
event.

After informing the audience about the SU Hotline (0917-
707-1901), which is run by the Silliman University 

Guidance and Testing Center, Adrian said 
some students sent messages in the 

project’s Facebook page, offering to 
volunteer as  peer facilitators in 

the project’s future activities 
or to be part of the SU 

Hotline program.

“We...want 
everyone to pass on 
the grace by being 
advocates of mental 
health, to be the 
voices of those who 
are unable to speak 

out and to be the 
‘soldiers’ of those who 

are unable to fight for 
themselves,” he said.

The project doesn’t 
stop there. Adrian said they 

plan to reach out to mental or 
rehabilitative centers in the city to 

help out in ways they can. 

Project 
ABAKADA
In a country proud of its English 
literacy rate and a society that 
continues to follow Western 
steps, how do Filipinos retain their 
Filipino identity?

For Renz Macion, the 
preservation and cultivation of the 
Philippine National Language is the 
“bloodline” of the Filipino identity.

Renz founded Project ABAKADA 
last July 2016 as the chairperson of 
the Talumpati ng Taon competition that 
happened the same year. He challenged the 
finalists to back their advocacies with concrete 
actions. With the same sense of nationalism, 
Renz assembled a team to promote the national 
language and thus, the project was born.

“(The project is) a personal endeavor intended to 
teach and instill in kids the value of nationalism through 
our national language…It also aims to help the children in their 
overall education by providing them with basic school supplies,” 
said Renz, who has proven how far he’s willing to go to pursue the 
project’s advocacy when he travelled to a coastal barangay in 
the town of Labason, Zamboanga del Norte, last December to 
conduct the project.

On that day in December, they met 65 children who 
mostly grew up in fishing communities. “Many of the 
children never really aspired to attain much in their 
education and others would choose to learn how to fish at 
such a young age to help their families earn and survive,” 
Renz said.

Renz and Julmar Misa, champion of Talumpati ng 
Taon 2016, led the program which consisted of activities 
like story-telling and Filipino games. Both of them left 
Labason with hearts filled with gratitude as 65 smiling 
faces bid them farewell.

“[The project] has made a significant impact in our lives. 
It was a humbling experience to witness the eagerness of the 
children to learn despite the adversity they were going through. 
I’d like to believe that they have taught us more than what we 
could ever teach them,” Renz added.

Student-led projects like Project ABAKADA, Kalsada Eskwela, 
Cuts for Cancer, and Mind Matters Movement encourage students to 
go out and volunteer for their communities.

These Sillimanians and their teams continue to break the notion 
of the lazy, apathetic millennial through their projects. “Wokeness” 
doesn’t have to end in 140 characters (or 280, since Twitter increased 
the tweet limit).

Not only do student-led projects encourage students to go out 
and volunteer for their communities, but because they are founded by 
students, it also makes students realize that they, too, can be catalysts 
for change.
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Four Years of Living 
in a Silliman Dormitory 

I lived in a dormitory inside Silliman University my entire college life. For 
four years, Channon Hall, a dormitory known as a Torture Chamber 
during World War II, had been my home. 

People always ask me what it’s like living here. Normally, they expect 
a horror story out of it; instead, I tell them the unforgettable stories that 
make my life in the dormitory worthwhile.

I stayed in the same room for the entire four years. I had seven 
roommates and the only thing that changed every year was I get to have 
new set of roommates with different stories and personalities. Every 
year, I had a new family away from home.

People admire the fact that I was able to stay in the dorm for four 
years despite the complaints on the food and on Wi-Fi services, but the 
only reason I stayed was because I’ve created a family that will always 
be there for me. 

I never wanted to trade better services of whatever sort for my 
roommates who helped me become the person I am today.

Being in the dorm, I became more responsible. I did my laundry, 
woke myself up for class, budget my allowance, manage my time, take 
care of my roommates whenever they get sick (They also take care of me 
when I get sick). I learned to buy my own groceries, clean the room and 
toilet, stay healthy, go to church and all the other things I didn’t know I 
would be able to do if I hadn’t lived in the dorm.

And yes we had curfew, but I didn’t mind even though I’ve never had 
a curfew at home. It only meant that I had to discipline myself when my 
parents are not around.

Honestly, I barely missed home because I felt home through the 
presence of my roommates and dorm mates who made life in the 
dormitory-- being loaded with so many rules and regulations-- a gift 
rather than a burden to follow.

written by Jullan Joyce Igot
photos by Hannah Bengco
editor Sommer Buyante

From the moment I crawled on my bed for tomorrow to the 
moment I tiptoe when the sun is out, the faces I see last and first 
are my roommates. Seeing beautiful people from the start to end of 
my day makes life so wonderful. These small things assure me that I 
made the right decision to choose Channon after all. Those are the 
tiny infinite moments I lived for four years and now that it’s over, I will 
miss every bit of it. 

Still, I take comfort by how I’m only leaving the dormitory and not 
really my home— it’s the people in the dorm that made dorm home.

I will always be grateful for Ate Ebing, Ate Elvie, Kuya Ray, Kuya 
Awing, Kuya Homer, Kuya Ranel, Justin and my beautiful roommates 
for making my last year in the dorm feel so much like home. It was 
them who made dorm feel like home and not just a house.

When you decide to live in the dormitory, take risks on which room 
you’re going to be, accept how many roommates you’re going to have, 
and don’t complain on how you think it’s going to be. All because college 
in the dormitory is all about having a family away from home. 

Trust me, your roommates are going to be the first people 
you’ll think about when your crush finally notices you. You never 
know, you might be living with your college best friend who 
you’ll meet in the dormitory. It’s not as bad as you think. As a 
matter of fact, it’s not bad at all.
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N
ot once did he remove his gaze from the ball, and now it came 
rushing at him. With arms outstretched, he jumped and struck 
the ball furiously with the palm of his hand. The ball landed on 
the opposite court.  “Nice spike!” His teammates cheered him 

on. But the words were drowned as the crowd went wild.
He scored a point, didn’t he?
The piercing sound of the whistle filled his ears, waking him from a 

momentary trance. It was the other side that scored the point. The game 
was far from over. And the quest for triumph was still underway.

***
Joining Silliman University (SU) men’s Volleyball varsity team was a big   

decision for freshman Accountancy student Ariel J. Tag.
He knew that his course was not easy. It would demand time and sleepless 

nights. If he joined the varsity team, it would  mean sacrificing at least six 
hours a week for practice, not to mention the psychological pressure during 
competitions.  Still he tried out and made it to the varsity team. 

Four years later, Ariel is still playing for the Silliman varsity volleyball 
team. But not for long. In a few days he will graduate from Silliman with an 
Accountancy degree. 

A Rough Life
Ariel’s life took a significant turn when he joined the men’s volleyball team. 

The weekly drills, the workouts and the games he went through enhanced 
his playing skills and disciplined him in various aspects. They also stimulated 
his mind, allowing him to do better in his studies.

But despite all of this, it is an understatement to say that Ariel “had it 
rough.” In addition to being a varsity player and later team captain, Ariel 
also serves as college representative to the Student Government Assembly, 

treasurer to the CBA council, and active member of the JPIA.  To top 
it all, he is a regular accountancy student who hasn’t failed a single 
major subject. 

And his secret? It’s all a matter of perspective.
“As a varsity player, I view Silliman as a place where I can show my 

talent in the field of sport, specifically volleyball. It is a place where I 
can fully develop my potential in this field while also studying.”

On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, Ariel would reserve the 7 
to 9:30 p.m. slot for his volleyball practice, on top of his school and 
co-curricular responsibilities. Ariel said the weekly practice was 
hard to deal with at first, and quite so that he often got sick with 
fever because of them. The pressure from his demanding course 
also restrained him, until it reached a point where he wanted to quit 
volleyball. But despite all of this, his unequalled love for the sport 
kept him from giving it up. He kept going until practice became just 
routine for him.

Honorarium
Moreover, his efforts as team player were not put to waste. This 

is because aside from the academic scholarship, SU varsity players 
also get outward exposure to local and national sports tournaments 
(UniGames, for instance), exemptions from PE classes, a varsity 
jacket which they can acquire after graduation, scholarship of 
P6,500 per semester and student bragging rights.

written by  Chrisse Martha Gillesania
   photos by Dave Diane Ludoc
      Hannah Dianne Bengco
       Francis Ryan Pabiania
compiled by Dave Diane Ludoc
            editor  Sommmer J. Buyante

Juggling Accountancy and 
Varsity team: 
A Student’s Life on the Court

Juggling Accountancy and 
Varsity team: 
A Student’s Life on the Court

Of course, Ariel would never have joined the team if it wasn’t for his love 
for volleyball, a game which he was only a spectator of until he was ten 
years old, when it captured his heart. This affection eventually pushed 
him to pursue it  through high school and college.

Jersey No. 2
Ariel probably doesn’t want to be No. 2, but the number itself serves as 

a motivation for him.
Alyssa Valdez, the celebrity former player for Ateneo Lady Eagles and 

now  national player for Creamline Cool Smashers, is the original wielder 
of jersey No. 2. She serves as the prime inspiration for Ariel as a student 
athlete at SU.

Ariel thinks that Valdez is an extremely smart player who knows how 
to read the opponent’s defense and find a way to score. As a team 
captain, she is good at carrying her colleagues. That is what he wishes 
to become—an excellent player with a pleasing personality, a capable 
leader who excels at bringing the whole team to work together as they 
should.

Being team captain
Being a varsity player is one thing, but being team captain is another.  As 

team captain, Ariel lived through moments when he doubted himself, his 
capabilities, his talents and his teammates’ faith in him.

“The whole experience [of being team captain] was really a roller 
coaster ride.I felt like maybe I wasn’t just a leader to them; my effort 
wasn’t enough to motivate my teammates. We also had games where we 
lost the composure, especially during deciding sets which made me feel 
like it’s my fault for not keeping track of them.”

Just like in one tournament in Tanjay where the Silliman team placed 
last among four teams, Ariel doubted his position as captain. Thoughts 
like “that other player might be a better captain than me” or “if someone 
else were captain we could’ve won the game” continually tormented him.

***
“Were my efforts as team captain really enough?” he asked himself.
The night after that disastrous game, Coach spoke to him. The first 

thing he did was to try to console the down-hearted Ariel. He told him 
it was fine, since it was their first tournament with him as team captain. 
He also said he did a good job and that he could see his efforts as a 
player. But it still wasn’t enough for Ariel. As team captain he had the 
bigger role of leading and carrying the rest of the team on his shoulders.

Since that night, Ariel swore to himself never to abandon Coach’s 
trust, and even that of his teammates. He would do better next time. 
He would make sure that his efforts would be enough for them to win.

“I realized that I should be the last person to give up and I should 
help them build their morale as well. As a captain, I learned how to be 
responsible not for myself but for the whole team. I should know the 
needs of the team and find ways so we’d feel like family and keep in 
touch with them. But above all, I learned to trust myself, my teammates, 
my coach and other mentors in our team.”

This resolve was what Ariel brought with him to the Negros Oriental 
Schools Athletic Association (NOrSAA) volleyball tournament held last 
January. He did his job well both as an open spiker or outside hitter and 
as team captain. The team was quite prepared for the tournament; so in 
the end, they bagged the second place.
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Being LGBT in 
Silliman

Moving to a huge environment like Silliman University overwhelmed me. I 

spent 12 years of education in a school of no more than 100 students. There 

I grew very close to our tight-knit community, knowing every student by 

name, including their parents.

But in Silliman University, it was different. 

When I first came here I didn’t even know everyone in my Sociology and 

Anthropology department, which only had around 50 students. Even in this 

last year of my undergraduate course, I’m embarrassed to say I still don’t 

know everyone.  

I felt secure in my previous environment, which was very important to me as 

a member of the sexual minority.  

My family accepted me, my friends and their parents accepted me, and 

even my teachers accepted me. It was more like, everyone knew I wasn’t part 

of the sexual norm, and no one cared. 

I was 18 when I entered the university scene. Maybe it was the social climate 

of Dumaguete, but something about being gay in this new and strange place 

made me uneasy and out of place. 

I used to live in the dorm, so I was surrounded by boys—thank God, right? 

Nope. I was constantly being asked ignorant questions as to why I was gay; 

if I was “baye” or “laki” (which to my understanding was very gender binary 

and heteronormative); if I was sure I was gay because I didn’t “look” like it 

and statements such as “sayang” because I looked masculine. 

The perception seemed like if you weren’t feminine-acting or looking, and 

if you didn’t scream at the TV and run around the place because Philippines 

got into the top 5 in some sort of pageant, then you weren’t gay. I’m someone 

who likes makeup, yet I go to the gym and do sports and love watching 

RuPaul’s drag race. Being yourself and liking things that you want seemed 

like a hard concept for some people to grasp.

An upside of being in the dorm was when I was fortunate enough 

to meet Moses Atega who pushed me into organizing the Lesbian, 

Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer (LGBTQ+) and Alliance 

organization. My parents were a little bit apprehensive when I wanted 

to start an LGBTQ+ and Alliance organization with my friends here 

in Silliman. They were concerned with how others would perceive 

me and if I would get into any trouble for it. At present, though, my 

parents support me in my advocacy.

With the help of some of my closest friends during my first year here 

in 2013, we organized Illuminates of the Spectra (ISPEC), which the 

SU administration and faculty supported. We felt that people needed 

to be educated and enlightened about LGBTQ+ and Alliance issues 

and concerns, especially since it’s been a growing topic that hardly 

anyone wants to talk about. At the same time, we wanted to create a 

space for others to be themselves. 

Now being on my fourth year (and hopefully graduating), I can say 

that Sillimanians have definitely changed the way they view members 

of LGBTQ+. 

For one, a pastor from SU Church gave us a quick visit during our 

orientation just to say that we have the support of the church. I’ve 

never heard of any physical assault on any LGBTQ+ person in Silliman 

University as of the present; in fact I sometimes hear straight men 

saying that they don’t like people who are homophobic and that they 

think it’s only right that LGBTQ+ be treated the same as any other 

person. 

Hopefully our advocacy and our efforts will lead to a greater 

understanding and acceptance, even just a little ripple in the Silliman 

society, long after I’ve graduated and have left the halls of Silliman. 

written by Sol De Castro
photos by  Francis Ryan Pabiania
editor  Gresheen Gift Libby
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My a la Summa Cum Laude speech
written by Esther Micah Gillesania
photos by  Hannah Diane Bengco
editor  Sommer Buyante

Let’s just say my college experiences have turned me into a woman 

that my little self would admire. The biggest trials I have faced in my 

college years were not in terms of academics but the waves of emotional 

breakdowns and anxieties. 

You may see me now as a happy-go-lucky lady who gets good grades, 

socializes easily with almost everyone and smiles often to make other 

people happy. But behind me is a story of bitterness and darkness.

If ate didn’t show up seconds before I took my own life in high school, 

I wouldn’t be here writing this. It was in second year high school when I 

was bullied. They called me stupid and other derogatory labels too hard 

for my young heart to contain. But more than that, I had to fight inside me 

the demons brought by a traumatic experience in my childhood. 

When I was six, my father was working outside Dumaguete. I was 

molested by two of our household helpers. Yes, I’ve finally said it. From 

that young age and up to my college years, I had to keep my mouth shut 

and remain silent about the same repeating nightmares that haunted 

me every night.  Every time I woke up, it only felt like the danger was 

transferred to reality, alive and lurking somewhere around me. People 

continued to judge me, but they didn’t know how broken and lost I felt 

on the inside. 

“Malandi,” “Pala-uyab,” “Maharot”--these labels were engraved 

in my mind and soul as early as high school. I searched for protection, 

assurance and security among men, and I only ended up either being 

hurt or hurting other people. 

When I was in college, I fell in love with a man. I thought I found the one 

who could protect me and ready to accept me for who I am. Then, at  18 

I became pregnant.  

The baby inside me was already four months when me and my sister 

figured out. I was in my sophomore year in college. I was disappointed 

with myself for giving everything to my ex-boyfriend who eventually left 

me after he knew I was pregnant. He wanted me to abort the baby but I 

refused.

I endured the anger of my parents, the heartbreak my child’s father has 

left me, judgments and criticisms thrown at me and the pain of having to 

stop  schooling. I value education so much and it broke me that I have to 

give it up. I felt helpless. I spent nights crying, afraid of my future after 

giving birth. Day by day I took the humiliation all by myself. 

It was also a time that revealed who my real friends were. Many have 

left, even those that were with me for years, but the true ones stayed.

“You intended to harm me, but God intended it for good to accomplish what is 
now being done, the saving of many lives.” (Genesis 50:20 NIV)”

My father was the most affected one. I couldn’t stand seeing him being 

too hard on himself. That moment, I told myself that I have to rise again, 

finish my studies and get my life together. 

Fast forward, after giving birth to my beloved daughter, Bea Olga Janelle 

Gillesania, on June 20, 2015, I pushed myself to find a job and I became 

an Online English Teacher. After a year, I continued my studies in Silliman.I 

had to juggle studying, working, and taking care of Bea. I was exhausted 

but was more determined not to give up.  I didn’t want to waste the chance 

my parents had given  me to start a new life with Bea. I can remember when 

I was about to give up, I called on  God and admitted that I couldn’t do 

things alone. 
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For years I wallowed in disappointment, fear 

and guilt of hurting people. But just when I felt 

unworthy of forgiveness and new beginnings, God 

showed me that Jesus died on the cross and gave 

His all for me that I might find a new and unstained 

life in Him. 

Drowning in His love, I couldn’t stop crying 

knowing that no matter how dark my past and 

sins may be, God can still renew and cleanse me. 

I am unworthy but He is faithful and loving. He is 

making all things new, and because of that I am 

slowly learning to forgive myself and the people 

who ruined me. 

“Pala-uyab,” “Malandi,” “Maharot” the labels 

people throw at me still didn’t actually change, but 

I ignore them knowing now that they are lies. 

“She won’t be able to finish her studies because 

she’s a mother now,” I keep my ears closed, they 

only become true once I listen to them. Why does 

life have to stop just because I became a mother at 

a young age? Shouldn’t that be a reason to strive 

harder in life?

Now, I am only few weeks away to receiving my 

diploma. My college years may not have been as 

smooth as I envisioned them to be, but I wouldn’t 

want to change anything for they have given me a 

precious story that could change lives. 

My family, thank you for being patient with me. 

I have drawn strength from you and my real joy 

is seeing our family complete. Mama and Papa, 

thank you for taking care of Bea at times when I 

can’t be home to study. Papa, from now on your 

selfless love for us will be my standard for any 

romantic relationship.

To my friends who remained, I am grateful that 

you have helped me push beyond my limits and 

encouraged me to join the school paper and 

other co-curricular activities in college. I’m glad I 

listened to you for it has helped me bring back my 

self-esteem.

To all the single mothers, it’s not the end of the 

world for you, but the beginning of a new life 

with your child. Don’t trap yourself in regrets and 

sorrows; you will only end up miserable. Jesus 

died on the cross to take your burdens and give 

you a new life. People may have thrown stones 

at you, but God has never forgotten you. Trust 

in Him and give your heart to Him for He makes 

all things new in His time. He is the great Healer. 

Entrust your life to Him for it is only by His grace and 

amazing love that you get to experience freedom 

and deliverance from the cage you’re in.

To all those who were sexually harassed, it’s not 

your fault that it happened. I’m deeply sorry, my dear.  

Cast your worries upon Him, and He will give you 

rest. Stay strong and remember that you cannot rely 

on any man except God. It’s not yet the end, you’re 

still alive for a reason. I hope the day will come when 

you’ll stop dwelling on that traumatic experience. If 

you find it too hard to open up to someone, I am here 

to listen and I promise to listen and understand.

My beloved Bea, Mama made it! I will work hard 

to supply for your needs and sustain you in life. I will 

be your shoulder to cry on and I will never leave your 

side. I defended you when you were in my womb, 

and the more will I do it now that you’re here with 

me. You have taught me the love that I have been 

searching for my whole life, a love that never fails. I 

love you, my daughter, and I don’t regret having you 

in my life. I no longer care much about my reputation, 

but I care about yours more. 

To my Heavenly Father, I’d like to give you all the 

glory, honor, and thanksgiving for sustaining me and 

my daughter. Without Your grace, I wouldn’t be where 

I am today. I am nothing without You. Thank You Jesus 

for dying on the cross for my sins and washing them 

away by Your precious blood. It is Your forgiveness 

that has healed my broken heart and has given me a 

fresh start.

 “Forget the former things; do not dwell on the 

past. See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs 

up; do you not perceive it? I am making a way in the 

wilderness and streams in the wasteland. (Isaiah 

43:18-19 New International Version (NIV))

Esther Micah Baugh Gillesania 
Bachelor of Mass Communication 2018

Cum Laude 

Silliman University 

21 years old

 

News Writer, the Weekly Sillimanian (2017-2018); 

Pioneer member, Association of Young 

Environmental Journalists (AYEJ) (2017-2018); 

Class Honors (2016-2018)
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A love letter to Silliman
written by Sommer Buyante

photos by  Francis Pabiania

Dear My Silliman,

I was this cowardly girl with nothing but thoughts of doubt and defeat when I first stepped inside your portals.

For almost a year, I went to school like I did not exist.  I felt I was not good enough. 
Many classes passed but I kept my mouth shut every time I wanted to share my 
thoughts. So on my way back to Channon Hall, my dorm, I shared my ideas to the 
grasses and the huge acacia tree at Ravello Field. Then, I would wonder if I will ever 
have the courage to speak up in a room filled with people.

I didn’t know you were actually listening. In my sophomore year, you started giving 
me responsibilities in my college and the university as well. All throughout, when I 
felt like giving up, I trusted myself simply because you have trusted me first. 

“The world has enough of intellectual minds,” I heard you say. “What it needs are 
people with the mind and the heart.” 

You opened my eyes to see the lives in campus and in the community. I heard stories 
from the lips of the voiceless that has given me the courage to ask questions even 
to those who are in authority. Fast forward, my stories are shared not just inside 
the classroom, but also in the university and in the community. Looking back, the 
grasses and the huge acacia tree must be so proud. 

Among all the places I could be, I thank the Lord for bringing me here with you 
where I’m surrounded with people filled with wisdom and passion. In my friends and 
mentors, I have seen what it is like to be a professional, a sister, a friend, and most 
importantly, a human. 

Day by day I fell in love with early morning cycling, late night moon gazing, and 
midnight conversing at the Amphitheater or in Rizal Boulevard in my pyjamas. Oh, 
and did I mention that you are dazzling at night, when your streets are empty and the 
church’s blue cross becomes the brightest.

Silliman, my Silliman, for four years I have nestled in your arms and my mind was 
filled with your lessons. With sadness and joy, I tell you that my season here is almost 
coming to an end. 

You said that the world needs me and now it is right here knocking 
at my door, ready to take me away.  I don’t know what awaits me, 
but I take comfort in how you have molded me into the brave and 
resilient woman that I am now. The world is ready to crash me, 
but you trained me to give love even when I am in pieces.

Silliman, you have always trusted me and now that our end is 
near, may I prove myself worthy of the highest trust you bestowed 
on me. 

I took my first step inside your portals, afraid of challenges. But 
now I’m stepping out in search for more. 

Thank you and goodbye.

No longer a coward,

Sommer
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“Sitting for at least half an 
hour on one of the benches of 
the Amphitheatre, specifically 
the ones in front, is what I will 
surely miss. The place just puts 
me in a pensive, philosophical, 
and peaceful state. A little 
drizzle or warm sunshine would 
accompany me in sweet solitude. 
The Amphitheatre also serves as 
my memory palace - where the most 
significant moments in my college 

life would play over and over.” (Angelo Toledo)

“Laughing so loud down the 

halls with my idiot frie
nds 

even though classes were 

going on. Eating at kiosk 

with my friends and having 

them libre C1’s
 as a way to 

make my day. I’m going to 

miss the memories Silli
man 

gave me.” 

(Michelle Wilkins)

“The long tiring walk 
from EC to AK while 
carrying the kit. Ironic 
but that’s every Med Tech 
student’s identity inside 
the campus, and also my 
blockmates who are not 
from Dumaguete.” 

(Jair Kees)

“Everything!!! 
Especially taking photos of everyone hahahahaha.” 
(Leandro T. Credo)

“I will surely miss everything 
in Silliman- friendship, 
hardships, happy moments 
and memories that I will 
forever treasure. It has been 
the greatest years of my 
life. Nothing could beat the 
Silliman Spirit. Even though 
college had never been easy, 
the challenges could never 
beat the hundredfold of things 
that I learned not just in the 
classroom but the improvement 
of myself as a whole person. (Joeden Grace Mendez Salva) 

“Mag-swing sa duyan sa CBA, 
magfrisbee with friends, 
mupalit ug burger sa Nursing 
and cheesebread sa Caf, mupalit 
ug mangga sa highschool dept., 
magpahangin sa Amphi, magtuon 
sa 3rd floor sa lib while 
gakaon ug mani and kuyog 
akong best friends.” 

(Cindy Sumaylo)

 “Ang Silliman 
Zone Wifi” 
(Catherine Kitane)

“Not having a dress 
code.” 

(Valerie Durias)

“I’ll mi
ss wal

king t
hrough

 the 

lawn b
ehind 

the Am
phithe

atre 

becaus
e I lov

e it es
pecial

ly 

when i
t’s fre

shly m
own an

d 

there’s
 that p

articu
lar gr

ass 

smell, 
or whe

n I see
 that t

here 

are tin
y mush

rooms 
that g

row 

up in l
ittle g

roups. 
I JUST 

LOVE IT
 AND I 

WILL MI
SS IT T

HE 

MOST.” 

(Rijean
 Jolia 

Init)

The Silliman Spirit is an exclusive treasure shared by all Sillimanians. Before 
our graduates of this school year leave and roam the world o’er near and far, 
we gathered a list of the things they’ll miss inside Silliman. 

Read them below and see if you can relate! 

“Being a va
rsity playe

r in Sillima
n 

since Grade
 3 until col

lege; well 

of course th
e long tirin

g but 

fun volleyb
all trainin

g at the 

gym. Bahala
g maglisod 

adjust sa 

schedule or
 team no sle

ep kay ga 

medtech og 
athlete sa c

ollege bast
a 

kay makatra
in or play. 

Moments 

shared with
 my team ma

tes inside 

or outside t
he court su

re are 

priceless.” 

(Maiza Villa
vincencio)

“Kanang 
mo katka

t sa gat
e 

sa dorm 
unya ma

g ninja-

ninja da
yon sa f

ire exit 

kai sayo
 (sayo sa

 buntag)
 

ko pa ul
i-on sa a

kong mga
 

buotan n
a amigo.”

 

(Stephen
 Butao C

abaltera
)
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THEATER
I can say that one of the biggest factors for the vibrant theater scene here in Dumaguete is the presence of 

Claire Isabel McGill Luce Auditorium. The Luce Auditorium plays a big role in Silliman University and the 
city, staging not just theater arts but also  dance, concerts, debates, lectures, forums and conferences. 
The quality of its shows and the excellent facilities of this 700 plus-seater auditorium make it the Cultural 
Center of the South. 

(Photo by Denniz Futalan)

MUSIC
The Dumaguete music industry has so much potential.  I would always 
see huge crowds at Hayahay Treehouse Bar and Viewdeck or El Amigo 
if it’s Belltower Night, organized by the Belltower Project, a well-known 
organization that promotes local music. 

(Photo by Lucille Jean Raterta)

 Reasons Why Dumaguete 
is an Art Destination

I am quite sure that just like me, any young millennial drawn to “The Dagit Experience” would see why Dumaguete is a melting pot of diverse 
cultures, offering a variety of colors and vibrance to both natives and visitors.  Having lived in this city for four years as a student, I have been 
exposed to many different forms of art which have developed in me an appreciation for them. As a travel destination or a place of temporary 
residence, Dumaguete offers people the chance to be immersed in art. To share with you bits and pieces of what I discovered in this city, here are 
six reasons why I consider Dumaguete as an art destination: 

written by Margarita Camilla Delos Santos
editor Gresheen Gift Libby
background photo by Al Remuel Tubongbanua

LITERATURE
Silliman University has produced National Artist for Literature, Dr. Edith 
L. Tiempo, and numerous literary artists like SEAWrite awardee Cesar 

Aquino and  Palanca awardee Ian Fermin R. Casocot. We are also very 
proud of the famous Silliman University National Writers’ Workshop, 
the first in the country and Asia, established by Dr. Edilberto Tiempo 

and wife Dr. Edith L. Tiempo, that writers all over the country dream of 
attending. Students are also encouraged to write and explore literature 

through  numerous events, such as the recent DumaAlt.Press: A Zine 
Fest. 

(Photo from Silliman University Culture and Arts Facebook page)

ARCHITECTURE
Architecturally, I find  the Luce Auditorium one of the most fabulous 

buildings around Dumaguete. But dear old Sillman Hall is equally 
mesmerizing. Aside from its old-fashioned feels paired with a 
view of the port and Rizal boulevard, its cultural and historical 
background makes it so special, having been constructed from the 

remnants of an old New York Theater building and  transported into 
the city.  

(Photo by Ruel Joseph Tabada)

FILM
Eddie Romero, National Artist for Film and a son of 
Dumaguete, may have set the bar too high; but there are a 
number of budding filmmakers and film festivals around 
the city. Silliman Film Open, Foundation University’s Lutas 
Film Festival and also the Negros Oriental State University’s 

film competition offer hope to the city’s film scene after some 
of their films competed in big festivals such as Sine Negrense, 

Cinema Rehiyon and a lot more. 
(Photo by Margarita Camilla Delos Santos)

MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES
In terms of museums, Silliman University Ethno-Anthropology Museum 
is definitely a must visit. It is home to a number of artifacts and 
archaeological findings dating as far back as 2,000 years.  In terms of 
galleries, the newly opened Ariniego Art Gallery in Silliman University 
also brings hope and a future to the art scene of Dumaguete, wherein 

students and local artists can finally have a legit gallery to showcase 
their talents. 

(Photos by Gloria Gem Lumayag)
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supermarket

I used to deny that I was one of those who would write when-will-you-
notice-me poems on random love and relationships websites and that 
anonymous account in the comment section writing silly feelings, hoping 

to find other idiots sharing the same grief or pain. But I am, sometimes

My friends and I would laugh at how I never overworked myself for school, 
but how I easily would stress about this one person who had no idea of my 
existence—my ultimate crush in college. 

I got physically attracted to this person the first time I saw him in my 
freshman year. I followed him on social media and learned there was 
actually a long list of things we had in common, all the more reason to like 
him. 

Also, I found out he was already with someone else. 

So I tried liking other people just to forget him, but I just couldn’t. I felt 
he and I being together was possible. My biggest, most hopeless crush 
on someone famous, I may never have a single chance with, went on until I 
reached my senior year

To remember all the crazy things I did for him, I kept them in my in-case-
I-forget list: the times my friends and I waited outside his classroom, stole 
his ID, got his phone number and even his class schedule, randomly took 
snaps of him and the list continued. 

I remember I applied what I learned in Business Math 
to know when his birthday would be. I got it right. Crazy. 
  
   Unbelievably, a year ago, he added me up on Facebook. I’m a photographer 
and I love art; fortunately, we both do. One of our mutual friends told me 
how this person whom I admired so much liked my work. Probably the 
reason of his sudden interest.

I decided not to wait around for fate. 

Just seven months ago, my four-year crush and I became friends! 

After knowing each other for two months, he wrote me this:

“Maybe if I had met you a bit sooner things would have been different for 
both of us. You wouldn’t have wasted your time watching from afar and I 
wouldn’t have to endure something that was never meant to be…I’m stuck 
here in my bed thinking of all the possibilities that can have or will have 
happened, wishing I have the right words to tell you how all of sudden you 
mean something to me.”

Okay. That was pretty HARD to take in. It was two in the morning and I 
was with my best friend on this long bus trip home. I let my best friend read 
it. We were losing it, and were screaming, internally. I couldn’t answer him 
back; I was too “kilig” that I just dozed off.

But somewhere between those months, things became a 
blur and I felt he became “hesitant.” Three days of not talking 
to each other felt like a week. Turned out he wasn’t so sure 
of his feelings for me, why I ended up in that store with him. 
  
Sometimes the whole truth could be too hard for me to handle 
but I asked him why all of a sudden, he was drifting away. To 
deal with the sadness, I’d stay up all night with my favorite 
show, cry afterwards, watch a happy movie, still I’d cry some 
more and finally finish the day with another sad journal entry. 
  
Also, I always turned to photography to try to get back on my 
feet. I’d spend a night gazing at that milky way blanket, the one 
I loved capturing most. But all I could see was him-- his face, 
warm smile and bright eyes. And how painfully those eyes found 
themselves looking at another star. Would they ever gaze back at me? 
  
I thought I’d end up spending my last year collecting little traces of hope 
that “we” might actually happen, but to my surprise, our story didn’t end 
like that. 

When those five months passed, it was clear enough to see 
how he truly felt about me. There were more days of spending 
time together, more nights in the movies, more heart-melting, 
spine-shivering messages, and more happiness than ever. 
  
It was funny how it was him who encouraged me the most not to give up 
on this crush. 

Now the person I spent four years obsessing over wants to spend 
every day like this with me: “walking down on grocery isles with a 
shopping cart, avoiding colorful tiles is not my favorite part, it is your 
hand in mine and all our wasted time and how you wasted mine,” a 
line from Supermarket, practically what he told to me the other day. 
 

love stories

written by anonymous
photos by Hannah Diane Bengco

editor Sommer Buyante
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isang kilometro  
patungong buwan

In the beginning of a chapter, you can never know  whether a person who comes into your life becomes a love story 
or a life lesson. But, you can get to choose both, and this is what this short story is all about.

I was always fascinated with the romantic stories of Sillimanians; never had I thought that in my senior year, I 
would be able to share one. 

We were strangers in Filipino 25 class in my sophomore year. Often our paths would cross near Villareal Hall but 
we never cared However, that was almost a distant memory.

Two years later, we connected virtually. And with our exchange of conversations and puns, we decided to meet 
in person and see if the virtual connection would spark in real life. The first meeting was the reveal. My eyes were 
focused on his face when suddenly he pulled down his hoodie and revealed his long curly locks. In that moment, I 
began to adore those flowing curls.

Our story’s main highlights revolved around the view of city lights and late night motor rides. I would always 
remember the moment when he said, “I will be taking a photo of you through the lenses of my eyes.” I laughed but 
he stared seriously, and said I was beautiful under the moonlight. 

My night seemed to dance with his heartbeats, he chuckled and said, “Do you realize that we’re dancing?” I 
smiled and rested on his shoulder. Then, he told me stories of how he loved his Mama and adored the art of his 
brother. In response, I shared my dreams and frustrations. In those moments, we were both unguarded.    

It was a full moon when we sneaked on  a wooden bridge in Valencia and spent the whole night talking while 
fireflies was our canopy. The night ended with an embrace as he uttered my full name, and then, that was the last. 

The next chapters were a blur. I would never deny that I counted every full moon since we parted ways. I was 
engulfed in  confusion, of why such sudden separation? Wala ko nakasagang.

And then one day, while walking along Portal West, I saw him--with her. That minute, I felt a ticking bomb in me 
ready to explode in no time.  It took me quite a while to recover. 

Thankfully, time mended my heart. As cliché as it might sound, I cut my hair short for a fresh start.  In one 
occasion, while walking along Villareal Hall, we crossed paths, this time strangers--again. We stared at each 
other, both in our new haircut. I was glad I cut the hair that he used to touch and vice versa. 

I learned a lesson that people come and they go from you but what is important is that you have moments worth 
the heartbreak.

photos by Hannah Diane Bengco
editor Sommer Buyante

written by Julien Marie Piñero

love stories
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love stories

written by Miel Hontucan
photos by  Hannah Dianne Bengco

editor Sommer Buyante

Mementos Before, those sappy commercials glorifying lost love made me cringe every time, especially when they were accompanied with 
platitude songs that made my ears bleed. 

They made me search for you in the printed photographs inserted in between the pages of dog-eared novels, in the scent 
of Caramel Macchiato, in the eyes of strangers in the supermarket line and in my dreams where I almost held you.

One day, I looked back to find the meanings of why some things just couldn’t be. And because I’m a sentimental fool, I look for 
them in mementos. 

1. (500) Days of Summer

Goodness, I was the Manic Pixie Dream Girl who asked your name in the middle of that August, and your eyes lit up. Then we 
watched this film. Our days were also numbered. 

2. Eraserheads

Our cheeks were scarlet, our shirts stale of sweat, and our heads basked under the harsh sun, but we drove through the long 
winding, zigzag, narrow roads to listen to the immortal kings of OPM. By the way, they disbanded. 

3. Speeding Ticket

The thrill of police cars chasing us led us to the dead end roads of Dumaguete.  But still we were caught. They said we were too 
fast than supposed to be. We exceeded the limits. We didn’t wear helmets to protect our heads. Your side mirror was a hopeless 
case, too. Guess you still didn’t care what was behind you.

4. Overdue Novel

My perennial klutz attitude resulted to a long shameful clearance bargaining during senior year when I left that hardbound book 
in your house. You told me I needed to return it because it wasn’t mine. I guessed you weren’t mine either.

5. Shattered eyeglasses

Forgive my futile attempt to mend each piece. I remembered the way you snarled. “Why fix something that is already broken?” 
you asked. But I didn’t listen as my fingers fidgeted through the lenses, pricking my fingers. 

6. Dal-Uy Festival Latern

Thank you for indulging me in creating and bringing the festival lantern at the boulevard even if it rained. (Dal-Uy festival 
is organized annually by Foundation University in July where people write their wishes on  lighted paper lanterns,  that are released 
to float on the boulevard waters). The festival went on, the lanterns were lit and floated among the waters. Many lanterns returned, 
but ours sank.. So were the wishes.

7. Casaroro Falls

Even if I was a total handicap in physical education, I still braved through the slippery rocks in crossing the river because I knew 
you wanted to reach the end of the majestic falls. Then midway, we stopped. We never saw it together.

Looking back, those mementos were tokens of an inevitable demise. And because I’m a sentimental fool, I found the meanings. Some 
things just aren’t meant to be, but it doesn’t mean you cannot collect the memories along with it.

And someday, I’ll probably learn to eerily indulge myself with commercials glorifying true love-- to the dismay of someone else who 
would surprise me with a wrist watch last Valentine’s Day.
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la la land
illustration by Miguel Perdices

editor Sommer Buyante

written by anonymous

You interrupted our “La La Land” film 
showing in class, that was the first 
time I met you and for me you didn’t 

deserve to leave our classroom. Looking 
back, it was funny how the following days 
had brought us closer to each other. 

A year ago, it was Honors Day in Silliman, 
also a day before Valentine’s, you took me to 
dinner. It wasn’t that fancy, not like anything 
in the movies. But for me it was perfect, and 
it was my favorite. 

“I don’t want you to celebrate alone,” you 
said. 

I was grateful for that evening because I 
felt special and that I mattered to you.

Fast forward, it was seven months since 
we last spoke to each other. No message, no 
call, no chat, no casual checking up on each 
other. I wanted it to be this way. It was less 
painful than having you sitting across me yet 
knowing you really didn’t feel the same way 
anymore. Whether you wanted it this way or 
not, I would never know. But I guessed your 
silence was a no. 

I was happy that you were back with her, 
that you two were together again. Perhaps 
you both just needed a break from each 
other after what she did to you. 

That “break” healed you and led you both 
back to where it all started. She looked so 

happy, the kind of happy where the sun 
shines across the sea. She has a pretty smile 
on her face. The kind of smile that could 
brighten up someone’s day. She is a very 
lucky girl. To have you back in her life. 

I couldn’t lie, the months passed and 
I had not met a person that made me love 
him more  deeply  than I ever loved you. 
You remained to be my moon, that even in 
darkness you gave me light. I thanked her, 
because somehow, even if it wasn’t planned 
at all, I met you. I was thankful that I was 
given months to show you how much you 
mean to me than nothing at all. I sometimes 
thought about fighting my love for you, but 
I knew you would never be happy with me. 
Seeing you happy was all I ever needed. 
Guessing from her smile, I knew you would 
never regret loving her and forgiving her. 

My love, I hope you forgive me too for 
loving you all this time. For loving you always.

La La Land somehow happened to us. 

-for Seb, from your Mia.

love stories

literary
editor Carlee Cherokeeh Calingacion
consultant Dr. Sonia Sygaco
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Two O'clock in the Morning
By Michiko Bito-on

Take off your shoes 
On your way in 
And forget about the 
Miles your feet travelled for you 
The hours you've stood 
Waiting for news and tragedy 
Sprinkled atop your morning coffee 
Put down your bag 
And all the disappointment 
You strap yourself onto 
Regrets Expectations 
That curve your spine 
From the weight you're carrying 
Since you were seven 
Take off your watch 
With its chrome fittings and proud luster 
Tick tocking away 
Like a sad song on this short life 
Reminding you listlessly to make 
Every second count
Take of your clothes 
Shed away the dirt 
And shame you've plastered 
On yourself 
To mask the gentleness of your soul 
From a world that only praises 
Scandal and filth mass-produced on TV
Allow me to trace fingers 
On the hollow of your collarbone 
On the expanse of your shoulders 
Reminding you wings
 Hidden from plain sight 
Meant only to take you to your dreams
 Rest your bones 
On top of mine 
When the day comes to a close 
Like the blinds you've wrestled with
 Before climbing to bed 
And you will realize that 
Love luminescent 
Shines brighter
In the dark 
Between 
Us

illustration by  jocelie isaga

Pantomime
By Lyde Sison

He draws circles in the air,
eyes open to witness
them taking shape. 

His body moves 
like a white feather 
floating in the dark.

The music from the violin 
guides his hands and his face 
tells a tearless sadness.

He acts out mute words
to the gathering crowd,
remembering his gestures.

This solitary act—
the recognition of the word
delivered in action.

To say farewell, he lifts his hands—
palms open—as if asking for grace.

illustration by  erickson manalon

crossing paths
by Sonia B. Sygaco

despite our endless chase and run
unto the grid

make you and i inseparable
i go across, you go down

clingy, we conspire
from the words we create

each puzzle
demonstrates

our symbiotic relationship
ah, our very nature

is to work within the digits
to sleuth patterns

where every word is bound
to a defined theme

towards the tail of our journey
we become
who we are

we live by the moment
the answers in each row

in each column

since the next
is not the same as this one

nor that other time
we learn to understand 

our horizontal and vertical consistency
once more will box you and i

in an unending repetition
showing omniscience
a kind of glow, giving

All Love Could Want
by Juliana Micaela F. Alano
For he chooses to love her
For all that she is.
He revels in her beauty and strength,
Stares at her saddest eyes and humbling 
smile.

He devours her spirit and momentary 
enthusiasm,
Preys on her seductiveness and feist;
He allows her to consume his soul.

His heart beats for her blood,
Runs through his veins
And back into her own.
He lets her fall apart,
Watches her burn out of despair,
He opens his arms and welcomes her,
Frail and confusingly beautiful;

So full of life yet so disturbingly broken...

She’s a lot to love.
She keeps him up at night.
She makes him dream beyond the 
stars.
She touches him like no other,
Makes mark upon mark on his soul.

She loves him though, all with what is 
left of her.
Seemingly incomplete, but ironically all 
he could ever need, all he could ever 
want.

illustration by erickson manalon

illustration by karen gumapac
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The Impressionist
by Lyde Sison

After seeing the Woman with a Parasol, you came home with an idea (but, 
really, it was a proposition) that I should paint again.

Like how old Steve at 14th Street would always insist to shine my already 
polished brown shoes for a dime or more.

I sensed no hesitation in the precision of your words. “Son, you should 
paint again.”

“Look outside the window. Paint light and shadow with loosened 
brushstrokes and pale palettes.”

Your newfound affinity surprised me: A fondness for a diluted world with 
untethered lines and seemingly unfinished images like Monet’s work.

I opened the window and tried to reason out. “It’s because cataract 
blurred his vision.”

Then your idea (or proposition) dissipated with the squall ushering in 
the first sign of winter.

But I wished to tell you this instead: One summer morning, when mother 
came to visit, I said yes to old Steve’s offer to polish my brown shoes.

I was standing at the corner of 14th and 1st, listening to the clanking 
sound of soles pushed against the bricked pavement and I thought: Will 
old Steve thank me after I give him a dollar?

illustration by jocelie isaga

The World I Know
by Juliana Micaela F. Alano

For I have yet to be satisfied once more,
When cherry and chocolate lay on my lips.

It is never the same unless you kiss me.

I have yet to be soothed by 
The sound of my favorite song,
It delights me but not as much

As when you say you love me for eternity.

I have yet to be caressed 
By the air when it snows,
The chills down my spine 

Do not compare to when you undress me,
Both body and mind.

I have yet to be amused by a fancy show,
No spectacle could entice me

The way your hazel eyes do, when they glow.

I have yet to be impressed 
By the wits of an ordinary man,

The way you do when reason rolls out of 
Your infamous tongue.

I have yet to crave attention
The way I do in your absence,

The kind of craving that drives me insane.
I have yet to feel love, the kind I cherish

When i fall asleep in your arms 
And wake up to your gentle stares.

Scary, isn’t it darling?
I’ve yet to learn to live in a world without us two.
But how could I, when my whole world revolves 

around you?

illustration by  ric silot

tears of reminiscence

The pitter patter of the raindrops  splashed across the antiquated windows of the four-walled room I called my second home. Knee-high 
boots and ankle-length raincoat had not stopped the water from seeping into  my already despondent attire. As I  squirmed on my seat, 
trying to listen to the teacher’s discussion of the phases of the moon,  my concentration seemed to have melted and gone down the drain. 

My mind could not focus on the rotations of things I could never see in real life, because my mind was drawn  back to the time when I was still in 
fifth grade, on a day when the skies were  as gloomy as this.

An  oversized lavender jacket and a  skeleton of what used to be a functional umbrella was all that I had  to shield me   from the harsh wind and 
the falling rain. 

I walked to school  every day. Sometimes, I would meet my classmates  along the way and we would walk to school together. 

But during that day, when the wind was howling and the sky was wailing, I did not  meet anyone along the road. People were probably stranded 
in their houses, cupping warm mugs of coffee in their cold hands.

Others were probably still cuddled in  bed, too lazy to get up and too cold to leave the comfort of their blankets. But I was not given the luxury of 
staying indoors in such weather, because it was a school day and I could not  afford to miss my classes.

Like the little kid that I was, the weather never really bothered me. Whether it was scorching hot or freezing cold, every day that passed seemed 
all the same to me. 

On that day, everybody’s face seemed like a blur and I remembered 
feeling  stuck inside a room of pure gray and boredom. But in the sea of 
dullness, she would emerge as the victor, with a  sparkling aura surrounding 
her and that dazzling smile she always wore. 

I could still remember how her hair was always laid back with a clean, 
almost pixie-like, cut and how she wore her neat uniform with great pride. 
Rain or shine, she was never tardy. 

In those sad old days, she was the beaming light of happiness and  
encouragement in my dull and stagnant life. 

I was in an emotional turmoil during that stage in  my life. Some of the 
people I considered my family were just being mean to my mother and me. 
They pointed fingers on us as if we were mere things and not living persons 
who shared  their blood.

In school, I never felt secure either, because my classmates and the 6th 
grade pupils seemed to really hate me. They talked behind my back, called 
me names, wrote nasty vandalisms about me, and generally just made my 
life miserable. 

But during that time of my life when I was in dire need of emotional 
support, my mother was the strong pillar I leaned on to. She patted my 
shoulder when I seemed to have dozed off from my responsibilities, 
pushed me to the ends of my limits, and nurtured me with  nourishment for  
the mind and character. 

Eight years have passed since then, it’s like a bullet train right before my 
eyes, so swift but so awakening. Everybody has moved on with their lives. 
It seems like I am the only one who has yet to move on. I still hold on to her 
soft words of kindness and encouragement. I never want to move on. 

I can still  vividly picture her in my mind right now, like she is just standing 
in front of me, teaching me to smile.  But then I realize that eight years have 
already vanished like a second of a clock.

short story

illustration by Ric Silot
written by Carlee Cherokeeh Calingacion
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shooting star

It was past 11 pm. 
My mother, who was supposed to be home by then,, 

had not arrived yet. So, I decided to shoot the stars. 
Yaya, who thought that I was already asleep, had retired 

to her room. She had no idea that earlier, I stole from her the 
key to my Papa’s secret room.

After a while, I was able to sneak into my Papa’s secret 
room. I was in awe at the sight of his various soldier uniforms  
hanging on the  walls. But it was his gun that I was really 
interested in. I knew I would find one  in  his drawers. 

I did, and took  it  outside the house. I aimed for the stars. 
“Bang!”
“Bang!” 
I shot one more time, and all of a  sudden, my six-year-

old sister, whose room was just behind me, came running 
toward me. 

“What are you doing, Kuya?” she asked.
“I’m shooting the stars so they will fall. I saw on TV that 

if you see a shooting star, it will make your wish come true,” 
I added.

“Really? I want to see one too.” She smiled as she looked 
at the dark sky.

“Bang!” I shot one more time.
Moments later, another loud noise was heard.
 “Thud!” 
It wasn’t my gun this time. It was the front door slamming 

against the wall as it was pushed wide open. I looked at its 
direction and I saw Yaya furiously rushing towards me. I was 
frozen by the sight of an angry young lady, until she grabbed 
my hand and took away the gun that I found in Papa’s drawer.

“What are you doing?” she screamed.

“This is not something a seven-year-old boy should be 
playing with!” She pushed me with one hand. “Go back to your 
room! Now!”

I walked toward the front door with teary eyes, but before I 
was able to get in, I saw my sister suddenly collapse and there 
was a lot of blood around her.

 I started trembling as Yaya picked her up and called someone 
on the phone. She glared at me and pointed to the house with 
her lips. I knew she wanted me to get in. 

The quiet house suddenly became noisy with the arrival of 
the ambulance and police cars.

After the ambulance had left, I heard Yaya talking to men 
outside the house. Not wanting to sleep yet, I decided to turn 
on the TV. 

The TV opened to a news show. The reporter said  there were 
two fatalities in my town. One was my sister and the other was 
my mother. It was not what I wished for,  but I shot down the two 
stars of my life.

written by Vincent Bito-on
illustration Keldrich Archer

STOMACH ACHE
by Margarita de los Santos

I felt a sudden ache in my stomach, 
as if something was twisting inside. 
Sweat dripped off from my fingers and 
forehead while my knees shook from the 

fear. I shifted my weight to the right hip, 
keeping my balance so I may not fall. As I 
saw a glimpse of my pale reflection in the 
mirror, I struggled to avoid contact.

I couldn’t help it. It wanted to come out. 
It was inevitable.

My jaw tightened. I closed my eyes, 
clenched my fist... Out of nowhere it came 
out to reality. 

“I love you!” I blurted out to her.

UkUlElE
by Merell Recta

I found myself walking around the 
campus with a bunch of unfamiliar yet 
beautiful faces. Instead of uttering a 
greeting, I smiled. I was anxious and 

shy. I was a nobody to them. 
I kept myself quiet in the corner, waiting 

for someone to finally start a conversation. 
But they seemed to have their own circles 
already; girls with their beshies and boys 
with their bros. 

Just when I thought my days would only 
get lonelier, a group of guys disturbed 
me and my thoughts. With them was a 
ukulele, and with their music, our bond of 
friendship was sealed.
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TEn YEARS
by Micah Stefan Dagaerag

This ten-year-old prepares for sleep. 
He closes his eyes and wakes up 
groggy as blinding lights swirl around. 
Panicking, he cries and screams for 

mommy and daddy. Yet his lips make no 
sound. 

He opens his eyes, half-expecting to see 
the blue in his bedroom. But all he sees is a 
sea of white and all its brilliance pours over 
his eyes. A woman’s voice echoes through his 
ears and a pair of arms cradles his face. 

He then notices the thick and long hair on 
his cheeks and chin, disgusted. But, they are 
his. All of it is his.

WHO ATE 
MY PinEAPPlE?

by Carlee Cherokeeh T. 
Calingacion

Somebody ate my pineapple. I 
kept it inside the refrigerator this 
morning and now it is gone. 
The first culprit in my mind was 

my sister, Chiqui. Second would be my 
mom. 
Why not just ask them directly, right? 
Well, I couldn’t do that because it would 
appear that I would be accusing them. 
Then I got another idea instead.
“Ma, how did the pineapple taste like?” I 
asked my mom.
“What pineapple?” she asked back.
“Chiqui, how did the pineapple taste 
like?” I asked my sister.
“It was great!” she replied.
Everyone became silent, we just caught 
the culprit.

illustration by hannah diane bengco

illustration by hannah diane bengcoillustration by karen gumapac

THE MAn
by Kyle Reyes

“Will it happen again?” 

I asked myself before I lay 
backside towards my bed. I 

hesitated for a while but I let my 
drowsiness close my eyes.

Suddenly, I felt it. My muscles 
started to tighten. Some weight 
was on my chest. I tried to move 
but my bones were pinned by my 
flesh now as heavy as stone.  

I opened my eyes. There he was 
again standing next to me, all in 
black. He was  standing there.

Static and muffled screams 
flooded my ears as he grinned. 
It shocked me awake. Relieved, 
but I couldn’t believe it hap-
pened again.
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1.  Gumamela (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis)Linn) flowers can be found in various places on campus and one 
hybrid colored white with a red spot in the middle called the “Silliman Spirit,” was proclaimed the 
school’s Centennial flower. 

2.  There are about 300 Acacia (Samanea saman (Jacq.) Merr) trees all around campus.
3.  Silliman University was the first university founded in Dumaguete.
4.  The campus has a total land area of about 610,000 sq meters.
5.  Silliman’s first newspaper, the “Silliman Truth” (1903-1918) was known as the first newspaper in Negros 

Oriental  to publish in different languages such as English, Cebuano and Filipino.
6.  In 2016, the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) renewed Silliman’s distinction of Full Autonomous 

Status.
7.  CHED designated Silliman’s Information Technology, Nursing Education and Teacher Education programs 

as Centers of Excellence while Biology, Marine Biology and Medical Technology were designated as 
Centers for Development.

8.  Silliman Alumna Paula Lynn Obañana competed in the badminton women’s doubles category during the 
2016 Rio Olympics.

9.  Dr. Ben S. Malayang III has been Silliman University’s 12th president for twelve years, starting to assume 
office on June 1, 2006, for a term of five years. In 2010, the Board of Trustees unanimously granted him a 
second term of five years and extended this term for two more years.

10. The College of Business Administration’s 7-peat winning streak was broken last 2017 intramurals by the 
Senior High School.

11. Silliman Hall is the oldest standing American structure in the Philippines. Parts of it were constructed 
from a theater in New York.

12. In his book, Dr. David Hibbard said that Silliman Hall served as classroom, intern dormitory, study 
room, dining room, church and quarters for teachers when the school first started.

13. The university’s cultural pride is the Claire Isabel McGill Luce Auditorium which seats approximately 
700 people and is the “largest fully-functioning theater outside of Metro Manila.” 

14. The Miss Silliman pageant is the oldest in Asia, and started off as a popularity contest.
15. The first Miss Silliman was a student from the College of Education, Patria Obsequio.
16. Every May, Silliman University hosts the National Writers Workshop, which is the oldest running creative writing program in Asia.
17. Silliman University annually hosts the Church Workers Convention, a gathering of pastors and others under the service of the United 

Church of Christ in the Philippines.
18. Silliman Church began its ministry through Presbyterian Missionaries in 1899.
19. Silliman was founded on August 28, 1901, and was referred to as Silliman Institute at the time.
20. The school started off with $10,000 dollars donated by Dr. Horace B. Silliman, a retired businessman in Cohoes, New York State.
21. The first student population consisted of fifteen boys, but gained its first female student in 1912, Pura Blanco.
22. In 1938, Silliman had reached University status. 
23. The National Historical Institute gave Silliman the distinction of being a National Landmark on June 19, 2002.
24. The Silliman University Gymnasium, the center for sports and various recreational activities on campus, was originally constructed 

using parts from an airplane hangar.

sillimansilliman
Our beloved Alma Mater has been around for 116 years and so, here 
are 116 facts you may or may not know about Silliman:

Compiled by Doreen Lumayag factsfacts
25. The term “ning” can be frequently heard around food stalls on campus but this term actually originated 

from the staff of the Silliman Cafeteria.
26. The catacombs behind Silliman Church became a “secret” meeting place for students during Martial Law. 
27. “True Red” is the term given to Sillimanians who have never transferred or who have been in the University 

since Early Childhood.
28. So far, Silliman has had three American presidents and nine Filipino presidents. 
29. Katipunan Hall was originally the Mission Hospital which was founded in 1915 by Dr. Langheim.
31. Guy Hall, built in 1918, was once occupied by Japanese troops during World War II.
32. In 1979, Silliman Medical Center’s Van Houweling Research Laboratory, then headed by George Beran, 

produced a anti-rabies vaccine effective for three years, making it the first laboratory in South East Asia to 
come up with a long-term vaccine.

33. The Silliman University Medical School had a 100% passing rate from 2009-2014 and again in 2017. 
34. Silliman is governed by an independent Board of Trustees composed of fifteen members.
35. Best known for its Toblerone-shaped marker, the Robert B. and Metta J. Silliman Library (or the Main 

Library) was built in 1978 with three storeys and a capacity of approximately 500 readers.
36. Once every semester, the University celebrates its Christian Life Emphasis Month (UCLEM)
37. Dr. Paul Doltz, who wrote the lyrics of the Silliman Song, adapted the tune from “The Orange and Black” of 

Princeton University, his alma mater.
38. Guy Hall was once a dormitory for boys.
39. The frequently used term “Silliman beside the sea” refers to the last line of the chorus of the Silliman Song.
40. Currently, the Student Government has three branches: a legislative, a judicial and an executive.

116116inin
41. The 8th President of the Philippines, Carlos P. Garcia, spent his third and fourth years of high school in 

Silliman Institute and also taught Spanish in the University for a short period of time. 
42. The Weekly Sillimanian is one of the first weekly student publications in the country and one of the only 

four publications in the country that publish on a weekly basis. 
43. Other student publications in the campus include the Stones and Pebbles from the Elementary 

Department, and the Junior Sillimanian from the Junior High School Department.
44. The Main Library was the first library outside of Luzon to be awarded Outstanding Library by the 

Association of Philippine Libraries.
45. Channon Hall was used as a penitentiary and torture chamber by the Japanese in World War II
46. “Hibalag the name for the Annual Founders Day Booth Festival, is actually a Cebuano term meaning “to 

meet.”
47. In 2013, Silliman adopted the five-day week scheme wherein Mondays are only used for non-academic 

activities.
48. The annual Valentine’s Songwriting Competition had humble beginnings in the Music Sala of the then 

College of Performing Arts (COPA) in Guy Hall. Now, it is something Sillimanians look forward to every 
Valentine’s Day.

49. There is a “Caution: Falling Coconut” sign somewhere around Silliman. See if you can find it.
50. Silliman University Cafeteria was built in 1926, established before World War II and was the pioneering 

fast food place in Dumaguete at the time.
51. Hibbard Hall was once a library and a place where students could watch TV, play board games and darts.
52. The area where the recently opened Dr. Romeo Ariniego Art Gallery stands was once an archery range for 

over 70 years.
53. The Luz A. Ausejo Hall was simply known as the College of Arts Building until it was changed in 1998 as 

part of then President Pulido’s development program.
54. Dr. Ausejo was the first female college dean known for her dynamic and progressive administration.
55. The Center for Tropical Conservation Studies has recently opened a new expansion site in Palinpinon, 

Valencia, to provide a larger area for the numerous Spotted Deer.
56. The University has its own purified water distributor called Silliman Water. It was set up in 2009, and has 

been serving the university and the community since 2012.
57. The line “loyal will we be to Silliman” was actually revised from “loyal sons are we of Silliman” by demand 

of the rising female student population when they started enrolling women.
58. The Claire Isabel McGill Luce Auditorium was donated by the Henry Luce Foundation of Time Magazine.
59. The small chapel near Katipunan Hall is called the Scheide Chapel and dates back to the time when 

Katipunan was still a hospital.
60. English, German and Latin were the first foreign languages taught at Silliman.
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61. There are four symbolic Silliman Portals on campus, the Gate of Opportunity, Service, Knowledge, and 
Discovery, and they are open to those seeking the Truth.

62. The Gate of Knowledge is the entrance to the campus which is the starting point of Hibbard Avenue.
63. The Gate of Opportunity was the original portal, located facing the Rizal Boulevard on the southeastern 

side of the campus.
64. The Gate of Service is located near Administration building.
65. In 1992, Silliman adopted a numerical grading system from a letter grading system.
66. White and red are known to be the official Silliman colors because in September of 1901, students dressed 

in white suits with red sashes when a delegation from the Board of Missions in New York came to visit.
67. The Silliman ROTC unit is the only one which lived through World War II, and was inducted into the United 

States Armed Forces in the Far East, (USAFFE) before the Japanese landed in Negros Oriental.
68. Villareal Hall, which is home to the College of Law, was named after Cornelio Villareal, an alumnus who 

became Speaker of the House of Congress.

85. Silliman Journal was ranked first out of twelve journals accredited by CHED 
which gave the journal a “Category A” classification - (journals that are 
included in the prestigious Reuters Master Journal (ISI) List).

86. Dr. Hibbard purchased a printing press in 1903 and employed students to 
publish “The Silliman Truth.” It covered campus news and community news as 
well.

87. The lot where Silliman Hall stands was bought for 350.00 pesos or 128 dollars 
in 1900.

88. Silliman also has off-campus research facilities in Camp Look-Out, Valencia, 
and Ticao Island, Masbate.

89. The Divinity School was first known as the Silliman Bible School in 1921, then as 
the College of Theology in 1935, until it was given its current name in 1965.

90. Early on, Silliman gained a reputation for being a sort of reform school for boys 
with behavioral problems, Dr. Hibbard having to act as a disciplinarian. 

91. Silliman also has its share of horror stories, from a man dressed in orange 
to a beauty queen taking her last walk. A number of these stories surround 
Katipunan Hall, the venue of the Psychology Society’s Horror Chamber every 
Founders Celebration.

92. The oldest acacia tree on campus can be found in front of the President’s home.
93. The cross on top of Silliman Church was put in position during a threatened air 

raid in World War II.

llimansilliman
69. Manong Job Lacson, better known as “Manong 

Mani” is best remembered for selling peanuts 
and candies near the library and did so for 25 
years until he passed away in 2015.

70. The Portal, the official yearbook of the University, 
was first published in 1913.

71. In 1924, the first batch of students received their 
diplomas in Bachelor of Science Education.

72. The structure of the Luce Auditorium was 
purposely made to resemble the hull of a ship.

73. The Anthropology Museum is home to a variety 
of priceless artifacts all from different parts of 
Negros and the rest of the Philippines.

74. Five cultural shows that “give value to the 
appreciation of the arts” are hosted by the 
Cultural Affairs Committee every semester.

75. The Luce Auditorium is also regarded as the 
“Cultural Center of the South.”

76. Silliman has also produced many other students 
who competed in the Olympics such as archers 
Mark Javier, Jennifer Chan and Lisa Ygnalaga, and 
long jumper Simeon Toribio.

77. The current A.Y. Reyes Zoological and Botanical 
Garden was the first captive breeding center for 
the endangered Philippine Spotted Deer (Rusa 
alfredi) in 1990.

78. Established in 1970 by Dr. Hubert I. Reynolds, 

American Presbyterian missionary and former faculty member of 
the Sociology-Anthropology Department of Silliman University, 
the Anthropology Museum is home to priceless artifacts dating 

back to 200 BC.
79. Claire Isabel McGill Luce Auditorium was named after the wife of then president of the Henry Luce 

Foundation, Henry Luce III.
80. A two-year classical AB course was offered by the University in 1909.
81. Honors Day has become a tradition of Silliman University as a way to publicly recognize students who excel 

academically. It was initiated in 1959 by Mr. Antonio S. Gabila, director of the Office of Information and 
Publications at the time, for “the development of scholarship at every level in the University.”

82. Quacquarelli Symonds (QS), an independent research and analysis firm based in London, ranked Silliman as 
one of the top 300 Schools in Asia and one of the top 6 in the Philippines.

83. Silliman was also included in the list of “50 Most Beautiful Christian Colleges and University Campuses in 
the World” in 2014. Only two other campuses in Asia were included, both found in Tokyo, Japan.

84. The Silliman Journal is published twice a year and includes various research studies, reports and scholarly 
papers related to the Philippines, Asia and the Pacific. 

94. “Kross Kat” ( which stands for “Across Katipunan”) is 
not only a place where students can have a bite to eat, 
but actually has a co-ed dorm in its second floor.

95. The “Diana” is an early morning serenade done by the 
Silliman University Band as a tradition every Founders 
Day to remind people of the Sunrise Service. 

96. Dr. Leopoldo Ruiz became Silliman’s first Filipino 
President. He took office in 1952.

97. Dr. David Hibbard and his wife Laura Hibbard were the 
first teachers at Silliman Institute. Hibbard Hall was 
named in their honor.

98. Being part of the “Bingcong Squad” was a punishment 
for students for being late early in the morning wherein 

100. The 5 Cs of Silliman stand for 
– Classroom, Court, Culture, 
Church and Community.

101. Silliman prides itself in offering “whole person education” by developing competence, character and faith.
102. The University has a strict “No Smoking” policy. 
103. Oriental Hall was once home to the College of Business Administration before it housed the offices there 

today.
104. Back in 2011, the first two floors of AH were the first classrooms to be air-conditioned.
105. The Parada Sillimaniana always takes place on the 27th of August.
106. Being a Christian university, Silliman has its own tri-logical ministry of teaching, healing and preaching which 

is incorporated in the school’s approach to learning.
107. Silliman gained its first female ROTC commander in Desiree Faith Lingo in 2010.
108. During Dr. Hibbard’s time, if a student was sent to him for disciplinary action and he rubbed his mustache, it 
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Cleope, E.J. (2013). The American occupation of Oriental Negros as revealed in the pages of the Silliman Truth (1903-1920). Retrieved 

from http://su.edu.ph/927-silliman-truth/#_ednref.
Elli, N. (2014). Did you know?. the Weekly Sillimanian. Retrieved from https://theweeklysillimanian.com/2014/08/27/did-you-know/.
Aninon, A. (2016). Only in Silliman. the Weekly Sillimanian. Retrieved from https://theweeklysillimanian.com/2016/08/25/only-in-sil-
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they had to clear out weeds 
when the school was just 
starting.

99. Silliman is the pioneer in Choral 
Music Education in the country.

meant that said student was not excused. 
109. The Weekly Sillimanian was originally the The Sillimanian until it was changed in school year 1971-1972 when the administration 

decided to conform to the national trend of a student newspaper without an adviser.
110. During Martial Law, Silliman was closed on September 23, 1972, and was one of the last to reopen as it was classified as one of 

the four most subversive universities, alongside four UP units, the Philippine College of Commerce, and the Philippine Science 
High School.

111. Due to the growing number of female students, Oriental Hall was opened as a dorm for the ladies who as Mrs. Hibbard put it, 
“took possession and reigned in queenly fashion among the 800 boys at Silliman.”

112. The relatively plain wall in front of Doltz Hall was originally the “Freedom Wall”. It was once was full of all kinds of graffiti and to 
put one’s mark was once a dorm tradition until it was painted over in 2010.

113. DYSR was a student run radio station that was broadcast out of Guy Hall for three hours every night.

114. DepEd Secretary Leonor M. Briones was Chair of the Board of Trustees of the University prior to her 
appointment.

115. In 2014, alumnus and local scientist Dr. Angel Alcala was named a National Scientist by National 
Academy of Science and Technology.

116. The Marine Mammal Museum in the Institute of Environmental and Marine Sciences houses the second 
largest Brydes’ Whale Bone Collection in the world. 
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“Integrity no longer means pleasing my-self 
and people around me, but honoring God 

who gave His life to qualify me for good 
works.” Sommer now understands that 
happiness is a byproduct of doing what 

is right. Success without integrity is still a 
failure, and integrity without God is simply 

an illusion.

RAy Chen S. BAhInTIng

SOMMeR BuyAnTe CARLee CheROKeeh 
CALIngACIOn

jenIevIeve Ann AMOReS

gReSheen gIfT LIBBy
Editor-in-Chief

News Editor
Features Editor

Associate Editor

Business Manager

EDITORIAL BOARD

Jenevieve sees herself as a shopaholic 
and a travel junkie that never gets used 
to wearing plain pants and a basic shirt. 
Exuberant is a word that describes her 
energetic and joyful personality that is 

spread throughout the tWS office.

In everything that he does, 
Ray Chen sees to it that the 
quality is topnotch and that 
the recipients are satisfied. 
With helping the public 
as his goal, he wants to 
pursue Law after graduating 
Masscom.

Despite being busy with 
his tWS responsibilities, he 
makes sure that his studies 
are his priority and that other 
things in his life are never 
compromised.

Passionate and with 
a fiery personality, 

Gift continues 
to conquer trials 

against all odds. As 
the associate editor, 

she always makes 
sure that she does 

her best in ensuring 
the quality of the 
paper produced 

for the students of 
Silliman University. 

A cosplayer and seamstress on her free 
time and a Features editor and student on 
working hours, Carlee learns to adapt to 

situations, ensuring things go well not just 
for her but for her entire team. The word 

she chose is “versatile” which reflects her 
malleable as clay personality.
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NEWS 
WRITERS

“A warrior doesn’t mean she never gets 
wounded, but, despite her wounds, she 
continues to fight and strive to finish her 

battles,” said Micah. She is a humble 
honor student and definitely the loudest 

person in the office that we will surely 
miss.  Micah’s biggest inspiration is her 

daughter, Bea.

eSTheR MICAh gILLeSAnIA

fRAnCIS RyAn 
PABIAnIA

jOevIC
BACLAyAnTO

MeILynne geM 
SOnjACO

MARThA 
gILLeSAnIA

ednA LhOu
MASICAMPO

jAMeeLA 
MendOzA

“Never get tired of making the 
best possibilities beyond the 
horizon” is Francis’ everyday 
mantra.  A foodie and coffee 
lover, Francis enjoys going 
around the city and taking 
photos of local life. In the future, 
Francis wants to own a café, 
travel around the world and be a 
TV show host.

“I used to live a life bound by 
the chains of shame and the 
fear of it. Now, I’ve realized 

that no one can impose 
shame on me unless I let 

them,” Jameela said. Aside 
from her blonde hair and 

bold sense of fashion, her 
bubbly personality makes her 

stand out.

“Enigmatic, I just literally 
love this word, it sounds as 
mysterious as it means,” Joevic 
said. Artistic and intuitive best 
describe Joevic, who enjoys 
reading novels and watching 
TV series. In fact, she won Best 
Director in the recent Silliman 
Film Open for her film “Keeping 
Up with Relationship Goals.”

Confidence screams when 
you see Edna. She emits 

happiness. Her versatility 
brings her to opportuni-
ties such as hosting and 
organizing events. One 

interesting fact about her 
is that she reads the bible 

every day and makes sure to 
make time for her spiritual 

life.

She joined tWS to make her 
11-year-old self proud and 
grow as writer. What makes her 
proud as a writer is that she met 
individuals who taught her that 
she should fight for the truth. 
Currently, Meilynne is obsessing 
over Paulo Coelho and RuPaul’s 
Drag Race.

Martha was forced by 
her sister to join tWS but 

surprisingly ends up doing 
great in the field of news 
writing. What makes her 

more reliable is her mastery 
of mathematic equations 

and formulas. In spare 
time, Martha loves playing 

instruments, watching 
movies, listening to classical 

music and reading books.

feature WRITERS
Inspired by many influential 

women like Jane Goodall, Diane 
Fossey, Ellen DeGeneres and 

her mother, this ocean loving, 
chill and laid back 22-year- 

old adventurer is everybody’s 
“Mamshie.” She chose the 

word “paraluman” for it best 
describes what she wants 

to be; a muse who inspires 
someone artistically.

MARgARITA CAMILLA deLOS SAnTOS

KyLe MATTheW 
ReyeS

AngeLICA MAe
gOMez

MeReLL LySTRA ReCTA 

This young senior high 
school student dreams 

of travelling the world 
because of her love for 

chilling at the beach and 
by the mountain tops. With 
this in mind, she chose the 

word “wanderlust” as the 
word that best represents 
that passion for adventure 

and discovery of new 
things.

Kyle is a music loving 
feature writer who 
always strives for 
progress. He loves to 
see improvement in 
everything that he does 
whether be it socially or 
academically. The word 
“progressive” suits this 
ambition of his.

graphic
ARTIST

Whether it’d be writing articles 
or making films, Angelica never 
gives up on things that matter to 
her the most. She also doesn’t 
stray away from a good night out 
at a restaurant with good food, 
conversations and company. 
She is a tenacious senior 
student of the College of Mass 
Communication.

The resident graphic artist of 
tWS, GG, as what most of the 

people calls her, loves reading 
manga and watching anime 

during her free time. Quirky as 
she is, GG openly embraces 

the eccentricities that she has. 
Unusual and unconventional, 

she tries her best to help 
people in her own ways.

gLORIA geM
LuMAyAg
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layout 
artists

cartoonists

Staying calm amidst 
turbulence, Michael is as 

cool as a cucumber.  In 
his free time, he likes 

to watch movies, listen 
to music, write, bike 

and hike. To Michael, 
working with passionate 

and dedicated people 
makes him joyful. He 

sees the importance of 
journalism as the way to 

the enlightenment of the 
truth.

MIChAeL CLARIOn  
endAB

IRAh KAye
OSuMO

Irah believes that in order to 
be a better version of herself, 
she must undergo myriads 
of changes and processes in 
life. It’s also important for her 
to always focus on whatever 
endeavors in life. Being a 
member of tWS made Irah 
realize that she wanted to 
become really a part of the 
university and become a real 
Sillimanian.

Josh aims to find meaning 
in gathering information 

in life and relating it to 
philosophy, where the 

understanding would be 
measured by the data. To 
Josh, journalism is a form 
of art and a production of 
a literary and visual work 

where it can commemorate 
or deliver a perspective and 

receive a reaction to and 
from the people.

As a person, Hervey 
wants his decisions 
thought out first before 
diving into it which helps 
him rationalize things 
better than when he 
is filled with emotions 
such as anger or grief. 
Hervey says that being 
in tWS makes him proud 
because he gets to work 
with awesome people 
who the university can 
be proud of.

jOSh ALBen 
PARILLA

heRvey AngeLO
AvenIdO

photographers

The “Kuya Al” of the office 
can at times find himself 
caught in the middle of 
things. Translucence, being 
the symbol of balance and 
mystery, helps him think 
through and contemplate 
life. Despite his busy 
schedule teaching in 
NORSU and working for 
tWS, he still finds time for 
himself.

AL ReMueL 
TuBOngBAnuA 

jILL SIvA 

Dave loves planning 
and finding an optimal 

way in achieving her 
goals. She evaluates 

every perspective and 
thinks in a step-by-
step process. If one 

has a problem, Dave is 
the person to call. And 

lastly, she is hopeful 
that in 10 years’ time 

she wouldn’t be single.

DAvE DiAnnE lUDOC

With her exceptional 
passion for photography 
and arts, Jill is an asset to 
the tWS photojournalist 
team. Most of her friends 
commend her for her 
photos. She also spends 
her free time editing 
photos. In the future, she 
sees herself as a fashion 
photographer.

Despite being a sporty 
gal, fashion design 

enthusiast and one of 
tWS photographers, 

Hannah deals with 
life happily. Even with 

pressure from academics 
and extra-curricular, she 
sees life full of positivity. 

She wants to reach out 
and help people by being 

a lawyer.

HAnnAH DiAnE 
BEngCO
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managers

TheReSe gRAnAdA 

jASMyn OLMIdO jedIdIAh jAn COLInCO

dOReen LuMAyAg
Circulation Manager

Office Manager Web Manager

Circulation Manager

This loving sister of 
three siblings enjoys 
waking up to rainy 
days with a good 
poetry book in her 
hand and a nice 
warm cup of coffee. 
Despite her calming 
and loving side, 
she doesn’t back 
away from being 
courageous, tough 
and independent 
when it is necessary.

A hard working 
circulation manager who 
stops at nothing to make 

sure the newspapers 
get to their destination, 

Doreen still never misses 
an opportunity to lay in 

bed and observe the 
peace and quietness of 

her room. “Proximal” 
is her word because of 
the fact that she never 

strays away from who she 
really is.

CeLIA ACedO

With his father 
and sisters as 

former tWS editors, 
journalism runs in his 
blood. But before he 

joined, Jed noticed that 
tWS, despite being 

the oldest weekly 
campus publication 

nationwide, was lagging 
behind in terms of 

technology.  Although 
he wasn’t hired as a 

writer, he’s happy to be 
a part of a journalistic 

organization.

“I thank Ray Chen, Sommer, 
Gift and the rest of the editorial 

board and staff for asking me to
help with TWS 2017-18. This is 
an exceptional bunch of young 

journalists. Their passion,
intelligence, work ethic, 

commitment and teamwork 
are really impressive. 

Congratulations,
Team! Praised be Via, Veritas, 

Vita!”

adviser

Simple, low-key and a 
music lover, that's how 
Jasmyn describes herself. 
Late last year, Jasmyn 
underwent surgery; but 
it never discouraged her. 
Rather, it morivated her to 
do better in everything. 
"Resilient, because I 
have surpassed all life’s 
adversities which molded 
the person that I am 
today," she said.

photos by  Octavio Angelo Cueco
hair and makeup by  Jenievieve Ann O. Amores
wardrobe by  Reignuelle A. Sediego

Journey of a Sillimanian

creative consultant Julien Marie S. Piñero

He enters the Silliman Portals afraid, alone, incompetent 
and uncertain--oblivious of what lies inside this 
humungous university. As he steps in, he asks, will he 
experience a changed life?
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Silliman bears witness to his metamorphosis.  She feels his heart throb when he enters the Mathematics department; how he struggles through the packed 
hallways of Ausejo Hall; how he cries at level 5 of Bossing's Tempura after swimming classes; how stinky he feels in his uniform as he goes to another class after 
PE; how impatient sometimes he can be at the Business and Finance during enrollment. Silliman sees how he tries to walk past the guards at the gate when he 
forgets his ID. He even sometimes snobs them when they say, "Boss, ID nimo!"

Silliman sees how he looks forward to his college's midweek 
service not necessarily to pray, but just to be with friends, doing Holy 
on a Wednesday night . Silliman sees his regret when he forgets 
his ID and there is a library work. In order to pass, he borrows his 
classmate's ID, hoping the face will not pop up on the computer 
screen near the guard. Silliman sees how the ning nings at kiosks 
and cafeteria cheer him on  when he will fail an exam. "Ngano man 
nang gamug-ot ning? Ikaon ra na'g cheesebread." Words, although 
easily uttered, still go straight to his heart and the warm cheese bread 
served with a smile will soon fill his hungry gut. His day then turns 
from gray into something bright. 
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Silliman sees his responsibilities not put into place. But she accepts him whole-
heartedly. Silliman rears him, despite his mistakes, into someone more than what 
he thought he could be.

But, he must go. 

Now a Sillimanian, heart and soul,   he steps out of her Portals.  
Probably alone,  but no longer incompetent.   Oblivious, yet certain of what he can offer to the world. 
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